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Artist-in-Residency School Program
(Anglophone School District)

ARTIST REGISTRY
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Artist-in-Residency School Program
The Artist-in-Residency School Program funds art projects which are based on curricular outcomes within the
Fine Arts and is a collaboration between one or more teachers and one or more artists. This program is jointly
funded by the Departments of Education and Early Childhood Development and Tourism, Heritage and Culture.

The Artist-in-Residency School Program places professional artists in rural and urban schools to broaden and
develop the arts education program by bringing together the creative potential of students and the unique energy
of artists.

It is intended to provide students and their teachers with the opportunity to spend a minimum of three days
(minimum of 15 hours) working closely with artists in order to enhance the students’ artistic perception and
appreciation.

The residencies can include any of the arts disciplines (music, visual arts, writing, theatre, cinema, dance, etc.).
The artist and the teacher shall work in close collaboration in order to plan and carry out the project to ensure
that the artistic activity corresponds to curriculum based outcomes within the Fine Arts.

The general objectives of this program are to encourage students to express themselves and to think creatively
and critically through education in the arts. The Artist Registry is a listing of artists you may contact to pursue
artist residency projects with.

For more information on the program, visit: https://www2.gnb.ca/content/gnb/en/departments/thc/culture/
content/arts-in-schools.html
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STEPHANIE AUDET

Moncton
Phone: (506) 232-5083
Email: stephanieaudet29@hotmail.com
Website: N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-East, ASD-South, ASD-North, ASD-West,
First Nations Community Schools
Preferred Grade Level(s):
K-12
Can provide residency in:
English / French
Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes
Space/material requirements:
Gym space would be ideal to move and create

Residency Project
I would love to create a dance with students that
would give them a new and different voice and momentum to the desire to put an end to bullying.
READING AND WRITING: First, the students
would do research to define what is bullying, they
would study its consequences, what would be the
actions taken to prevent it, what are the strategies
to avoid it. They would define what would be a
world without bullying and how it would change
schools for the better.

LISTENING AND ORAL EXPRESSION: At the end
of the time spent working with the students, they
would present in the context of a performance with
an audience (other school students and teachers)
their dance, followed by an oral presentation that
would explain the creative steps they took, the why,
and all the knowledge they had been learning about
bullying and how they used it as a starting point to
build up their final performance number.

Teaching Experience
On a regular basis, I teach ballet and dance classes to groups ranging from toddler to Adult levels.
Also, I have been twice (February and December
2017) the Francophone Dancer in Residence at the
North Carleton High School working with the Grade
9/10 French Immersion Students working on dance
projects. Most recently, in August 2019, I received
my Adaptive Dance Teacher Training Certification
from the Boston Ballet in Boston, which focuses on
providing high quality dance classes adapted to
individuals with special needs/disabilities.

DANCE

CONTACT

Stephanie is a professional ballet dancer working
with the Atlantic Ballet Atlantique Canada in Moncton since 2013. Originally from Montreal, where she
received her dance training, Stephanie is also very
passionate about teaching. She currently teaches
ballet and dance classes at the School of the Atlantic ballet to groups ranging from toddler to adult
levels. In 2017, Stephanie was the Francophone
Dancer in Residence (February and December) at
the North Carleton High School (ArtsSmarts Project), working with the Grade 9/10 French Immersion Students on dance projects. Most recently,
Stephanie received her Adaptive Dance Teacher
Training in Boston, with the goal to eventually be
able to offer dance classes for individuals with special needs/disabilities in the Greater Moncton area.

VIEWING AND REPRESENTING: With the students, I would explore creative movement exercises that would open their mind, give them access to
dance and they would learn how to build a choreography. They would use the documentation that they
put together as a starting point to create a dance
that represents their voice to put an end to bullying.

Updated: October 2022
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DARIAN LEIGH BROWN
My name is Darian Brown, and I am Dakota Sioux
residing in Wolastoqiyik territory. I began dancing at
a young age by taking inspiration from fellow dancers in the arena. Currently, my preference has been
for fancy shawl, but in teaching I have taught basic
steps to specific dance styles. I enjoy using my
dancing experience to provide education and hopefully inspire younger generations to upkeep the traditions and culture.

New Maryland
Phone: (506) 259-1946
Email: darian.brown80@gmail.com
Website: N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-West
Preferred Grade Level(s):
K-5
Can provide residency in:
English
Indigenous Artist: Yes
Completed Policy 701: Yes
Space/material requirements:
Gym/room space

Residency Project
Working alongside an experienced artist, I am planning to teach various styles of pow-wow dancing to
the younger generation. This learning will be done
through an interactive process, including but not
limited to games, structured time, and student-led
dancing. The objective is for children to learn basic
steps and begin learning cultural teaching that accompany the dances. I am hopeful with early exposure to pow-wow the children can learn, take interest, and pass it on to later generations.

Teaching Experience
Over the past year and a half I have been formally
teaching in two separate elementary schools
(kindergarten to grade 5). Prior to this involvement,
I was in a summer placement over several years at
the Woodstock First Nation reserve where I assisted in the development and implementation of regalia making workshops followed by dance classes. I
taught mostly women’s styles with ages 4-15 with
this group.

DANCE

CONTACT

Updated: October 2022
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AMANDA CONNORS
Amanda began her dance training right here at
Smith's Dance Academy as a child. In her teen
years, she moved to Ontario with her family and
continued dancing at the studio in Brampton and
the University of Guelph. At U of G, she completed
her Bachelor of Commerce and then returned to
New Brunswick to follow her true passion for dance
at the studio she started at and loves so much.

Residency Project
CONTACT
Hartford
Phone: (506) 325-2707
Email: amanda@smithdanceacademy.com
Website: smithdanceacademy.com

/SmithsDanceAcademy
N/A

We would have weekly sessions with students that
would include: warm ups, choreography and creative movement. At the end of the sessions, we
would have a completed "piece" they could present
to the student body.

Teaching Experience
Yes, I have been doing this exact program in local
schools for many years.

N/A
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-West
Preferred Grade Level(s):
K-12

DANCE

Can provide residency in:
English
Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes
Space/material requirements:
Large open space (gym)

Updated: October 2021
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SHELBY HARNISH

CONTACT
Saint John
Phone: (506) 471-5747
Email: shelbyaharnish@gmail.com
Website: www.shelbyharnish.com

Shelby is a Canadian dancer, choreographer, performer, and certified yoga instructor settling on unceded Wolastoqiyik and Mi’kmaq territory. Her focus is in Commercial Heels and Street Jazz, but
her training over the years has extended to several
other styles of dance and movement. Shelby has
been dancing and performing since the age of
three, training with many top tier dancers and choreographers. She has grown up to instruct varying
styles and classes of dance as well as showcasing
captivating performances across the Maritimes,
consistently using the art of dance as her form of
expression. Her passion for dance is what drives
her ambition and is what ultimately led her to start
her award-winning dance company, Out of My
Shel, encouraging those of all backgrounds to step
out of their shells to discover their self-confidence
through the power of dance.

susceptible to their surroundings, so teaching them
in a creative way what it means to be a sexual being might be what they need to better understand
this concept.

Teaching Experience
I have extensive experience teaching dance to people age 16 and up in varying styles. These students
would be this age and slightly younger. I have a
good understanding of how to approach these topics with this age group as I have siblings in this age
range and I have volunteered with Fièrté Fredericton pride and worked with many people in the
queer community on dance projects.

N/A

Residency Project

@shelbyaharnish

I intend to use dance as a form of expression and
exploration for these high school students in order
for them to claim agency over their bodies at an
early age. The patriarchal society that we live in
imposes many conflicting and misinformed ideas
into the minds of minors. I want to focus on sexual
identity, and more specifically queer identity, for
these students who are just beginning to understand and process their sexuality as well as the
power that ensues.

Preferred School District(s):
ASD-South
Preferred Grade Level(s):
9-12
Can provide residency in:
English
Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes
Space/material requirements:
A gymnasium or a large stage. A wall of
mirrors or portable mirrors would be
useful for certain activities. A speaker
system.
Updated: October 2021

DANCE

/shelbyaharnish

We will explore emotion and energy and how we tie
feminine and masculine identities to these qualities.
We will celebrate the spectrum of different sexual
orientations and will discuss how people can contain many different energies and feel no need to
conform to labels. Students at this age are very
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EMMA LLEWELLYN
Emma began training in Moncton New Brunswick
graduating from the DancEast Young Company.

Moncton
Phone: (506) 875-0569
Email: emmajllewellyn@gmail.com
Website: N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-East
Preferred Grade Level(s):
K-12
Can provide residency in:
English
Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes

Emma has teaching experience in studio and theatre settings working with primary, elementary, and
high school students on the East Coast for 5 years,
and in Ontario for 3.

Upon graduation on the East Coast, she continued
her dance studies at Ryerson University in the Per- In the past two years especially, Emma has created
formance Dance Program in Toronto Ontario. Em- and set choreographic movement on high school
ma will graduate with her BFA in the spring of 2020. students who have experienced bullying throughout
their lives. With an active ear, she has listened to
From 2016, Emma has produced works set on pre- their stories from the personal experiences shared
professional dancers in Moncton, and emerging
by her students to create movement. Emma has
artist in Toronto underneath Ryerson. In addition to helped students find a voice within the language of
creating, Emma has performed in productions undance and is pushing them to find more courage to
der DancEast, Ryerson, and Fall for Dance North.
share their stories within their own classrooms and
schools.
Emma’s passion for art is something she continuously shares as she appears as a guest artist at her
hometown studio, DancEast.

Residency Project
Throughout high school, we sometimes struggle
with voicing emotions. Choreographing personalized creative movement aligns with a personal connection in how teens can learn to develop connections to storytelling within their own bodies.
Classes would be structured around personalized
poems and dialogue that can be developed into
choreographed moments, as students learn how to
utilize their bodies in allowing themselves to listen
to their true sensations.

DANCE

CONTACT

Teaching Experience

Dance is a powerful resource for students as it can
lead them into a direction that promotes physical
and mental fitness as students learning tactics to
explore physicality.

Space/material requirements:
Open space for movement (such as a
gym) and speakers for audio.

Updated: November 2022
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GRETCHEN MEJORADA

Moncton
Phone: (506) 875 5225
Email: dancewgretch@gmail.com
Website: N/A

/dancewithgretch
N/A
@gretchymetchy
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-East
Preferred Grade Level(s):
K-12
Can provide residency in:
English / French
Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes
Space/material requirements:
N/A

Residency Project
I would like to do a project in which students could
represent their writing through movement. For example, they could write a poem, and for every word
or syllable have a different dance move. In the end
they would have created a dance piece that represented what they had written. This can tie into
Health, Literacy, Math and Physical Education.

Teaching Experience
Absolutely. I’ve been teaching dance since 2010
and have been dealing with groups of kids and
adults of all ages. Classes that are usually about an
hour I start off with a warm-up, stretches, basics
and foundations, then I teach a choreography. I
also share the history and roots of Hip Hop because it’s more than just a style of dance. I feel that
it’s important for my students to gain that
knowledge.

DANCE

CONTACT

I’m a self-taught dancer and didn't take dance lessons until a lot later. In the ten years of being an
active dancer in the community I’ve danced competitively, voluntarily, and professionally. Some of
my greatest experiences are; performing for the
World Acadian Congress, dancing at Disney World,
Danse En L’Air in France and being part of NBL's
Moncton Miracles. Hip Hop and House are where I
put my focus. I teach as a freelancer in many different schools such as Dance Creation, Perpetual Motion, Dance Envy, Danse En L'Air, and to my
hometown in Richibucto.

Updated: November 2019
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JUSTIN SAULNIER
Justin Saulnier was born in Saint John, New Brunswick where he fell in love with performing at the age
of nine. Justin has been a competitive dancer since
the age of 9 winning numerous special awards and
scholarships. He is trained in a variety of disciplines
including tap, jazz, hip hop, contemporary, ballet
and musical theatre.

Quispamsis
Phone: (506) 647-4510
Email: N/A
Website: www.dynamicacademy.ca

/DynamicAcademyOfTheArts/
N/A
@dynamicacademyofthearts
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-South
Preferred Grade Level(s):
K-12
Can provide residency in:
English

-1st Year attendee ADAPT training (2013)
-Certified AcroDance Instructor (2013-Present)
-Shannon Mather Teacher Training (2016)
-Barre Essentials Instructor Certification (2017)
-Rebecca Davies Workshop (2017)
-Toronto Dance Teacher Expo (2017)
-Shannon Mather Teacher Training (2018)
-Progressive Ballet Certification (2018)

Residency Project
I would make self expression through movement in
my project. Being able to tell a story through movement.

Teaching Experience
Owner of a dance studio in Quispamsis that was
established in 2013.
Have 12 years of teaching experience.

Justin has ten years of teaching experience and is
very familiar with the proper technique training. His
choreography has won numerous special awards,
choreography awards and first place/ top overall
awards. Justin's ambition and drive makes him successful at what he does, he cannot wait to bring his
training, experience and professional connections
to his dream/ owned studio D.A.T.A.

DANCE

CONTACT

Justin has completed the Commercial Dance Studies Program at George Brown College where he
was taught by some of Toronto's most sought after
instructors. While training in school he has had the
opportunity to train in circus with one of Toronto's
very popular cirque companies, A2D2. Justin has
also had the opportunity to perform with the Jersey
Boys through DivaGirl Entertainment, he has
worked with A2D2 Aerial Cirque Company, he has
performed at the Premiers Awards with George
Brown College and has been chosen to be apart of
the Lindsay Ritter Dance Company – One of Toronto's well known Commercial Dance Companies.

Teacher Training Credits Include:

Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: No
Space/material requirements:
N/A

Updated: November 2019
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VALERIE SHERRARD

Miramichi
Phone: (506) 773-9894
Email: valerie.sherrard@gmail.com
Website: http://valeriesherrard.blogspot.com/

/valerie.sherrard
@ValerieSherrard
@valeriesherrard
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-East, ASD-North,
First Nations Community Schools
Preferred Grade Level(s):
Elementary (preference grades 4-5)
Can provide residency in:
English

Teaching Experience
I have been privileged to lead workshops with both
young people and adults since I was first published
in 2002. While a few of these were intensive and
ongoing, others were limited to half a day and did
not allow for the time to really delve into the writing
process in a truly meaningful way. I am excited at
the opportunity to apply things I have learned in the
course of my own work, in order to foster creative
understanding and growth in young people.

Residency Project
Arts Project: A Story’s Voice. This workshop is
designed to help young people develop distinctive
voices in their writing by examining the way
character, setting, perspective, dialogue, tense etc.
impact in telling a story. Writing exercises will
demonstrate how each of these support a story in
different ways, as well as how they can recognize
the components that serve best for their stories. A
final focus on revision will assist them in
strengthening and polishing their work.

LITERARY ARTS

CONTACT

As a former foster mom to almost 70 youths, writing
for young people seemed a natural choice when I
decided to pursue that seriously. I am now the
author of 30 books for children and teens. My work
ranges from picture books to young adult novels
and consists of both prose and poetry (rhyme and
meter as well as free verse.) I have won or been
shortlisted for numerous awards including the
Governor General’s Award in Children’s Literature,
The Canadian Library Association Book of the Year
for Children/Teens, The TD Children’s Lit, Geoffrey
Bilson, Ann Connor Brimer, many reader’s choice
awards, and others.

Guidelines for respectful response and feedback
will be reviewed at the start of each session.

Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes
Space/material requirements:
Classroom or library, standard writing materials
Updated: August 2021
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SHOSHANNA WINGATE

Sackville
Phone: (506) 227-7836
Email: wingateshoshanna@gmail.com
Website: shoshannawingate.squarespace.com

N/A
N/A
N/A
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-East, ASD-South, ASD-West, First Nations
Community Schools
Preferred Grade Level(s):
K-12
Can provide residency in:
English
Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes
Space/material requirements:
I require only a quiet room with a table and
chairs, and a notebook and pen for each student.
Updated: September 2021

with increased confidence and skills to overcome
obstacles in their work.

Teaching Experience
I have taught creative writing to students from six to
ninety six, in a university classroom and as a writer
in the schools for grades one to twelve. I run the
Sackville Art Hive, a free community art studio in
Sackville, and am part of a three-writer team that
runs a Creative Writing Drop in for teens. Teaching
creative writing to kids is my passion.

LITERARY ARTS

CONTACT

Shoshanna Wingate is a poet, fiction writer, memoirist and founding editor of the arts & culture journal, Riddle Fence. Her poetry and fiction have been
published in The New Quarterly, The Fiddlehead,
Arc Poetry Magazine, Hunger Mountain Review
online, and Room Magazine. She published a poetry chapbook, Homing Instinct, with Frog Hollow
Press and her full-length poetry collection, Radio
Weather, with Vehicule Press. Her debut was
named a 2014 most anticipated book by 49th Shelf
and All Lit Up named her an emerging poet to
watch. She holds an MFA in Poetry from the New
School in New York. In 2019, she was named Poet
Laureate of the Town of Sackville by Sackville
Town Council.

Residency Project
Arts Project: The Writers’ Toolbox: an extended
workshop in creative writing. This workshop will be
eclectic, interactive, and fun. We will experiment
with various tools in the writers’ toolbox such as
character sketches, point of view, story arcs, and
description as a means of deepening our writing.
We will keep a writers’ notebook, with in-class exercises and take-home assignments such as recording observations and dialogue we overhear in our
daily lives and keeping an idea journal. Students
will learn how to edit their work and how to read it
aloud in front of others.
This workshop is a safe space for creativity and
experimentation. We will learn how to respond to
each other’s’ work in a respectful and productive
way. Students will learn to think of themselves as
writers. The writer’s toolkit teaches students how
writers problem solve. Students will come away
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LARRY COLLICOTT
Larry Collicott is an award winning filmmaker from
Fredericton. A member of the NB Filmmakers
Co-operative, his films have appeared at the Silver
Wave Film Festival, The Lift-Off Sessions, Fredericton 48 Hour Film Competition and other festivals
around the world. He creates documentary, genre,
experimental and comedy films.

Residency Project

CONTACT
Fredericton
Phone: (506) 455-2465
Email: larry.collicott@gmail.com
Website: www.kenlarproductions.com

Films let us explore ideas and emotions in unique
combinations of visual, stylistic and narrative elements. Today we are all able to express ourselves
creatively in ways that never existed before and
everyone carries with them the technology to create, so I want to help them discover how easy it is
to start on the journey of filmmaking. I would like to
encourage everyone that they have stories inside
themselves and to find their path of expression and
discovery through the magic of film.

N/A

N/A
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-East / ASD-South / ASD-North / ASDWest / First Nations Community Schools

Teaching Experience

MEDIA ARTS

N/A

I teach classes and workshops via the NB Filmmakers Co-operative on directing, screenwriting and the
overall filmmaking process.

Preferred Grade Level(s):
6-12
Can provide residency in:
English
Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes
Space/material requirements:
N/A
Updated: October 2021
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BRANDON HICKS

St. Stephen
Phone: (506) 647-6395
Email: brandonhicks123@gmail.com
Website: N/A

N/A
N/A
@brandonhickscomics
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-South
Preferred Grade Level(s):
K-12
Can provide residency in:
English
Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes
Space/material requirements:
N/A
Updated: September 2021

I spent one summer as the summer reading coordinator for the Saint John Library in 2013, where I
read, sang, and planned events and crafts for several age groups for the two month work period. I
also hosted a children’s comics workshop for Fog
Lit Festival in 2015, and more recently for Festival
Inspire in 2021.

Residency Project
As a writer, illustrator, and video artist who came of
age in the online era, I’m well aware of the changing media landscape, and the differing ways people
are learning to communicate. I think comics are a
wonderful format for expression and visual learning.
In a time of immediate communication, comic storytelling forces one to stop and consider what it is
that they are communicating. I believe it creates
empathy and improves attention to detail.

MEDIA ARTS

CONTACT

Brandon Hicks is an award-winning cartoonist and
filmmaker from Saint John. A member of the
National Cartoonist Society, his work has appeared
in National Lampoon, CBC, The Manatee, American Bystander, Fangoria, and The Rumpus, where
he serves as Comics Editor. He also has a regular
illustrated feature for The Maritime Edit. He is the
author of three books, one of which, “That’s Not
True!,” being a humorous illustrated guide through
New Brunswick intended to promote media literacy
in children. His short films have played in festivals
on three continents.

Teaching Experience

I would like to encourage kids to begin an illustrated
diary. The specifics of what they wish to include
could be up to them, but my roll would be to sit in
for several sessions to help discuss the basics of
visual storytelling, and helping de-couple illustration
from stifling expectations of art and skill level. In a
sense, make drawing fun again, but retaining some
educational purpose.
Teaching myself to draw for myself, not for artistic
approval, was one of the best gifts I could have given myself. I want to enable kids to be able to do the
same for themselves.
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NICHOLAS BELL
Music / Media arts
Nick has been playing drums for over 13 years.
And teaching professionally for 3 years in many
different styles such as Rock Blues Metal Funk
Reggae and Jazz. With teaching drums Bass and
recording arts , music business and production.
Teaching a lot of one on one lessons from ages 4
to 60 and working with bands to put together compositions for new material.

Fredericton
Phone: (506) 478-3643
Email: nick.e.bell@hotmail.com
Website: N/A

I am currently putting together a group of students
A degree from the Centre for Arts and Technology
in street drumming, in hopes to do a performance
in Audio Engineering. Nick recently started a produring next year’s Harvest Jazz & Blues Festival in
duction company revolving around a recording stuFredericton.
dio and small video projects. In addition, Nick has
done coding classes with game design and development within unity class and have released a few
games on android and working on a steam release.

/nick.bell.56232

Residency Project

N/A

I would like to put together a group that would focus
on drumming aspect. A few months dedicated to
each style and have them perform with a small
band to present what they have learned with that
particular style of music. In this group it will have
the students reading and directly involved in the
production and composition working with different
musicians each and every student coming out with
finished song totally unique from the last.

@legacyofwax
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-West
Preferred Grade Level(s):
K-5
Can provide residency in:
English
Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes
Space/material requirements:
Drum kits

I have worked in small groups of kids that are forming a bands and looking for someone to help with
composition and teamwork in a group. I have also
taught at a school during lunch hours for Djembe
that was later presented as a performance during
an opening for the schools musical theatre group.

MULTIDISCIPLINARY

CONTACT

Teaching Experience

With this project I would also like to get students
involved in video production for music videos with
students final created songs. This would start with
learning equipment and software for editing. How to
put together shot guides and scheduling. This will
teach time management, meeting deadlines and
setting goals.

Updated: August 2021

17

ANGELA L. BLACK

emerges can become a vehicle for positive social
impact, an offering. Angela asks youth, what matters to you?

Media arts, visual arts, theatre arts, music

Fredericton
Phone: (506) 262-9544
Email: openyourartfredericton@gmail.com
Website: www.openyourartfredericton.com

/openyourartworkshop
N/A
@openyourartfredericton
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-South / ASD-North/ ASD-West
Preferred Grade Level(s):
K-12
Can provide residency in:
English
Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes
Space/material requirements:
accessibility, large tables, access to water

Updated: October 2022

MULTIDISCIPLINARY

CONTACT

Beyond a nurturing a greater sense of self, of beAngela Black is a professional artist, educator, and longing, and community offerings via creative exadvocate in the arts sector, practicing in NB for
pression, Angela also seeks to map community
over 15 years. Angela has also dedicated herself to assets with youth in an effort to assist orienting
establishing a permanent art workshop, Open Your oneself, physically, in a community. Opportunities
Art, located in The Charlotte Street Arts Centre.
to explore the region have become a highlight of
She currently offers arts programming for all ages
Angela’s work with youth, trips to art galleries, liand is dedicated to providing quality arts education braries, historic sites, local festivals, accessible nain a truly inclusive and accessible setting. Angela
ture walks, guided tutorials on public transit and
has had a personal calling to work with adults and
trail systems. Part of developing a sense of comyouth with Trauma related challenges and those
munity involves feeling confident navigating the
with cognitive and physical disabilities.. Angela has spaces we share and knowing where to find places
extensive experience as an arts advocate, estaband events that inspire and connect.
lishing arts sales platforms for emerging artists who
she mentors, and developing exhibition committee Teaching Experience
guidelines for The Charlotte Street Arts Centre as
part of her volunteer service. Angela has also been Angela has had extensive experience teaching arts
involved with Craft NB, Arts Link, and has present- education in both the private and public sectors
including Open Your Art, NBCCD, UNB-CEL and
ed talks to post secondary students at STU and
design works, the Estey Art Initiative, the Charlotte
NBCCD on social impact and the transformational
Street Arts Centre, Riverside Montessori learning
teaching/learning approach. Recently, Open Your
Art has gained accreditation to host internships for Center, Multiple public schools, Opal 3, Veterans
for Healing Inc., the Fredericton Regional Resource
university students from both UNB and STU.
Centre, and programs/talks/workshops for all levels
of government, municipal, provincial, and federal.
Residency Project
Angela has presented arts curriculum in the followAngela has always leaned toward work that suping formats: daily and weekly arts programming,
ports mental health and provides opportunities to
one day events, professional development for
engage community members in inclusive and acschoolteachers and service providers, tourism
cessible creative spaces. In this residency, Angela events, conference and festival programming, and
intends to work from known protective factors for
grant projects relating to the public school system.
youth, a sense of self acceptance and a sense of
belonging as an overarching theme. She intends to
utilize expressive creative opportunities as a tool to *Multidisciplinary- Extensive creative interdisciplinary experience
that combines cross curricular outcomes with artistic media, core
bolster personal voice, and as a means to promote subjects explored: math, literacy, physical education, health and
greater community engagement. When youth are
community development. Elementary and Middle school levels.
provided opportunities for autonomous creative ex- Experience partnering with other artistic organizations combining
artistic components in a combined project with disciplines such as
pression in an inclusive peer support setting, what
theatre, music and drama.
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Can provide residency in:
English
Indigenous Artist: No

Residency Project

Completed Policy 701: Yes

Anything that opens creativity in young people.
Projects are always designed in consultation with
the teachers involved, and they always take their
own fascinating paths; our initial designs are only a
guideline as the students and their discoveries take
over. I like to work with any combination of visual

CONTACT
Moncton
Phone: (506) 850-2649
Email: dorriebrown18@gmail.com
Website: N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-East / ASD-North
Preferred Grade Level(s):
9-12

Space/material requirements:
Depending upon the project: rehearsal/
performance space; art space/classroom;
materials required are determined by the
project itself, in planning with the teacher(s)
involved.
Updated: September 2021

MULTIDISCIPLINARY

DORRIE BROWN

arts (clay, papier-mache, drawing/painting, printmaking), music, theater, and writing: explorations of
a theme of their own (or curriculum’s) choice. ProMusic / Literary arts / Visual arts / Theatre arts
jects completed have included exploring fractions in
Grade 3 through print-making; writing a play about
Dorrie is a long-time arts educator who has turned
Canada that involved elephants (!) and a large
to theater/performing arts and visual arts as her
moveable puzzle-map of the country’s regions from
work. She has completed a wide range of Arts
styrofoam; a permanent clay mural installation that
Smarts projects ranging from exploring Grade 3
depicts students’ take on their community. Equally,
fractions by means of print-making, to writing & proI like to work with students to create their own exducing plays with students (as many as 128 grade
ploration of a theme through theater (sensitivity/
3-5s onstage at once!). She has created & facilitatawareness training, writing & performing from imed large clay mural installations that tell participrovisation; movement, music). At Petitcodiac Repants’ stories through that medium and has pubgional School, 128 grade 3-5 students created a
lished a book about that work (Uncommon Clay). A
play (with movement & music) from personal narralover of words, she has also published a number of
tives that explored emotion, related to the Zones of
plays for young people, and is currently working on
Regulation. I work in multi-faceted projects that
a children’s book about the Fundy Biosphere. Dormay include several arts disciplines (word-smithing,
rie regularly instructs at Capitol Theater Academy
rhythm & music, painting, drawing, sculpture,
and can be found making props for productions
movement, acting… So many possibilities! The imthere. She has performed a two one-woman plays
portant thing as I see it is that students are en(More the Fool in Orange Boots by Sheree Fitch,
gaged and empowered through the design of the
and Mary Beyond the Asylum) well as playing a
project; that the development of particular skills
Phantom in the Capitol Theatre’s production of
comes about as the result of students’ need to
Rocky Horror Picture Show. She paints acrylic mincommunicate and express.
iatures (“6x6”) that are often found in fundraising
endeavors (Moncton Public Library, mental health,
Teaching Experience
refugee families). Recent Arts Smarts/ Artist Residencies have included print-making & T-shirt deI taught visual and theatre arts for many years in
sign (Birchmount, gr. 6); the Alice in Wonderland
several Labrador communities, and was a longtime
themed work with an Alt Site; cultural and historical contributor to the Labrador Creative Arts Festival,
mask-making with grade six, and extra-curricular
which involved writing and producing plays giving
work with high school drama.
children their own voice. I currently teach at the
Capitol Theater Academy.
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SPENCER CORBETT
Metal, casting, stain glass, painting
Spencer Corbett Born in the countryside of Apohaqui, NB has always had a taste for the arts. He
began his artistic path by studying fashion and receiving his diploma in Fashion at NBCCD Fredericton. His passion shifted towards the metal arts,
which he also received his diploma in. Corbett enjoys casting quirky objects that leads viewers back
into their childhood.

Apohaqui
Phone: (506) 567-0550
Email: speny_2@hotmail.com
Website: N/A
N/A
N/A
@Applehawk
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-South
Preferred Grade Level(s):
9-12
Can provide residency in:
English

MULTIDISCIPLINARY

CONTACT

Since leaving school Spencer has also taken up the
art of stain glass and painting. Spencer has had his
work showcased at Gallery 78 Fredericton, La Pai
Gallery Ottawa, Beaverbrook Art Gallery Fredericton, Government House Fredericton and George
Fry Gallery Fredericton.

Residency Project
I would be working with students to design and finish a linocut project. Students would use the tools
necessary to cut lino rubber to create an image. We
would finish the project by producing multiple prints
of the images.

Teaching Experience
I most recently worked alongside Kelly Cooper and
Jeff Gaunce at Sussex Regional High School in a
similar program. I facilitated student projects which
connect curriculum outcomes from both Art and
Tech classes.

Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes
Space/material requirements:
N/A

Updated: October 2022
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MICHELLE DAIGLE

Fredericton
Phone: (506) 454-1542
Email: actor@nbnet.nb.ca
Website: https://www.youtube.com/c/
FranticallyAtlantic/featured
/franticallyatl/
N/A
N/A
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-West
Preferred Grade Level(s):
K-12
Can provide residency in:
English
Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes
Space/material requirements:
FAE can provide sound

Throughout our Artist-in-Residency project, students will be introduced and taught about New
Brunswick Heritage through Movement, Dance,
Song, Visual Art and Drama. During the entire program all students will have the opportunity to be
creative and express themselves. Students will be
given this opportunity as they learn traditional dances, create actions to go along with folk songs, draw
experiences that they particularly enjoyed as part of
an “experience quilt” and dramatize folk tales.

MULTIDISCIPLINARY

CONTACT

Students will gain an appreciation and understanding of Folk Music. Don and Michelle will showcase
their talents and perform for the students so as to
Music / Dance / Visual arts / Literary arts /
set a positive and creative tone for the project. Don
Theatre arts
and Michelle will demonstrate their accomplishments as performers through storytelling, song, and
FRANTICALLY ATLANTIC (Don Rigley and
giving the students a preliminary understanding of
Michelle Daigle) is a musical duo based in Fredericthe following instruments: Tin Whistle, Guitar,
ton, New Brunswick, Canada. Our instruments inBodhran, Fiddle, Hammered Dulcimer, Banjo, Bouclude fiddle (violin), vocals, hammered dulcimer,
zouki and Spoons (to name a few!).
Irish bouzouki, bodhran (Irish drum), tin whistles,
guitar, concertina and spoons.
The culmination of the proposed program will be a
concert and exhibition of what the students have
In our combined history we have served up our bill
learned.
of fare in the Maritimes, Newfoundland, Quebec,
Ontario, New England and Ireland.
Don and Michelle will work closely with the teacher
on the design, execution and culmination of the
Our digital album “FRANTICALLY ATLANTIC” was
entire project. We see the working relationship beon the “Top 60 Albums of Atlantic Canada List” of
tween the teacher and the artists as a very positive
2017 through East Coast Rising, CIOE 97.5 FM.
experience and hope that the teacher will gain tools
Our self-titled album “Frantically Atlantic” was nomithat he or she can use in future classes.
nated for the 2018 Music NB Awards in the category of traditional/roots artist of the year ||| artiste tra- Students will be introduced to the music and dance
ditionnel/roots de l’année. Our CD features six orig- that was popular in 19th century New Brunswick.
inal and six traditional tunes. You can find our alStudents will learn about the many personal opporbum at: https://franticallyatlantic.bandcamp.com/
tunities that individuals in New Brunswick’s past
releases
had for music making and are now able to compare
and contrast it to the opportunities that they have in
today’s culture and society.
Residency Project
Students will be immersed in New Brunswick’s and
Atlantic Canada’s 19th century culture and history.
They will sing folksongs and tell stories from that
time period as well as learn and perform dances.
The culmination of the project will be to talk about
all of our Atlantic Canadian friends and where they
come from.

Teaching Experience
We have over 20 years of teaching experience in
the education system.

Updated: October 2021
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MIKE ERB
Photography / Printmaking
Mike Erb is an artistic photographer based in
Fredericton, NB. Over the past decade, Erb has
worked as both an artistic and commercial
photographer, having presented solo exhibitions as
well as taking part in multiple group exhibitions.
Erb’s artistic practice begins with digital
photography and then explores different art forms
in order to present them, such as cyanotype,
screen-printing, digital printing and wheat paste.

Fredericton
Phone: (506) 261-0426
Email: mike.erban@gmail.com
Website: N/A
/mikeerb506
N/A
/erb3103030
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-West / ASD-South /
First Nations Community Schools
Preferred Grade Level(s):
6-12
Can provide residency in:
English

During the 2015-2016 academic year I was
employed as a photography technician at NBCCD.
Although this was not a direct teaching experience,
part of my role was to be available to offer students
advice and answer any technical or programrelated questions.

Residency Project

MULTIDISCIPLINARY

CONTACT

Teaching Experience

Students will be directed to explore photography
and photograph any subject matter that interests
them, such as portraiture, landscape (urban /
nature), still life, event coverage, etc.
Students will be taught how to compose
photographs through discussion and presentation.
Once the students have taken photos and selected
their favourites, they will present them as a group
exhibition within the school or an alternative
location. Each individual participant will determine
presentation of photograph(s). Students will be
encouraged to explore forms of accessible print
making techniques such as digital printing, collage,
black and white, wheat paste, etc.

Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes
Space/material requirements:
Classroom, digital camera / cell phone,
digital printer, photocopier.
Updated: August 2021
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CHRISTIAN GOGUEN
Theatre arts / Music

Dieppe
Phone: (506) 863-5901
Email: kitgoguen@hotmail.com
Website: N/A

N/A
N/A

MULTIDISCIPLINARY

CONTACT

Singer-songwriter, musician, actor and public
speaker, Christian Kit Goguen has been gracing
stages all over the world for the past 15 years. As a
member of Ode à l’Acadie – a show that paid tribute to the Acadian musical culture – Kit toured all
over Canada, parts of the U.S., France, Belgium,
Switzerland, as well as the Francophone Summit in
Burkina Faso, Africa. In 2010, Kit joined Cirque du
Soleil where he was featured as the main singer in
the touring show Corteo. He was applauded by
over 500,000 spectators during their two year European tour. In 2012, Kit was cast as the main character Zark in Cirque du Soleil’s Zarkana which was
featured at the prestigious Radio City Music Hall in
New York City in the summer months of that year.
In the fall, he moved to Las Vegas to perform as
the main singer/main character in Zarkana at the
Aria Resort and Casino. In 2018, he became the
singer for a third production from Cirque du Soleil,
Totem.

ckgoguen
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-North / ASD-West / ASD-South /
First Nations Community Schools
Preferred Grade Level(s):
K-12
Can provide residency in:
English, French
Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes
Space/material requirements:
N/A

Updated: October 2020
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STEPHEN HUTCHINGS

Teaching Experience

Media / Visual arts

Florenceville-Bristol
Phone: (506) 392-7571
Email: stephen@stephenhutchings.com
Website: www.stephenhutchings.com

/stephen.hutchings
N/A
N/A
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-West
Preferred Grade Level(s):
6-8, 9-12
Can provide residency in:
English
Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes
Space/material requirements:
Classroom, pencils and paper

MULTIDISCIPLINARY

CONTACT

1. Drawing instructor, 2nd year diploma course, OtHutchings is an established Canadian artist living in tawa School of Art, 2011-2017
Florenceville-Bristol, New Brunswick. His art prac2. Art Smart, Bath Intermediate School grade 8,
tice includes oil painting, printmaking, drawing and
Bath NB, 2018 10 weeks
video. He actively shows in both museums and
3. CD cover art project, multiple schools in Carleton
commercial galleries across North America.
County, grades 5 and 6, November 2017 – January
Hutchings' has had many museum exhibitions of
2018
large-scale work, the most recent being
“Landscape Tales” at the Beaverbrook Art Gallery,
June 2018 to October 2018. Other exhibitions include: “Fury,” comprised of eight 8' x 8' paintings
that depict turbulent skies and furious storms as
metaphors for contemporary life (Canadian Museum of Nature; Whyte Museum) and “Landscapes
for the End of Time (2010–2012),” comprised of
eight billboard-sized paintings (Glenbow Museum;
Winnipeg Art Gallery; Mendel Gallery).

Residency Project
1. Drawing Anything You Want. The course would
teach the fundamentals of drawing and composition
as well as how to start drawing subject the student
would want to choose, including portraits, pets, figures, landscapes, etc.
2. Creating a Self-Portrait: The students will learn
how to create a realistic self-portrait using a combination of pencil and digital photography (Stage 1:
drawing fundamentals; Stage 2: proportions of the
face; Stage 3: identifying those characteristics of
the face that make it your own portrait; Stage 4:
creating a final self-portrait drawing aided by a photo outline printed by the artist.

Updated: October 2021
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LEO LAFLEUR
Literary arts / Music

Saint John
Phone: (506) 566-4719
Email: leolafleur111@gmail.com
Website: www.leolafleur.com
N/A
@LeoLaFleur
N/A
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-East / ASD-South / ASD-West
Preferred Grade Level(s):
K-5 (Grades 4-5)
Can provide residency in:
English
Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes
Space/material requirements:
None indicated
Updated: September 2022

MULTIDISCIPLINARY

CONTACT

We will have one unique lesson dedicated to ‘Score
Writers’ ‘Producers’ ‘Writers’ ‘Illustrators’
Leo LaFleur is an award-winning author from Saint
‘Dramaturges’ and ‘Directors’ to briefly discuss their
John. His children’s series The Errand has received
respective roles in books, film, and theatre.
National recognition by the Canadian Children’s
Book Centre’s (CCBC) Best Books for Kids and
Teens Magazine in Canada, 2021, and was
Teaching Experience
shortlisted for the Alice Kitts Memorial Award for
Excellence in Children’s Writing. Furthermore, Leo
I taught English in Asia for three years and I have a
has been nominated for multiple music related
real gift for connecting with children in group setawards including Producer of the Year at the Mutings. I used humour and stories to engage my K-9
sicNB Awards, and has most recently won a Dr.
students in classroom settings, and I wrote songs
Marylin Trenholme Counsell Literacy Award
for the younger age groups.
through the Literacy Coalition of New Brunswick.
Class prep, organization, development of themes,
improvisation, and inspiring creativity are all challenging and rewarding elements of working with
Residency Project
children.
Teachers around the world have contacted me from The most important thing, however, in working with
their respective countries to express how my book children is a special personality to truly see who
series The Errand has inspired their students to
they are and the profound nature of their minds!
write their own fast paced, poetic stories.
I love to inspire this incredible feeling of storytelling,
and as an Artist in Residence I will be able to further assist children with the special knowledge and
self-confidence needed to tell their stories. Over
several weeks we will discuss different elements of
storytelling (e.g. building mystery and intrigue, pacing, introducing characters, fitting in illustrations,
etc.) and by the end of the residency each student
will present their stories to the class.
As a special bonus, a Musical Score is being written and recorded for my illustrated books by Sistema Director Rachel Kidd (and Produced by myself)
that I will share with the class, further bringing to
light the very cool pieces needed for theatrical and
cinematic creations.
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Music / Media Arts / Visual Arts

CONTACT
Moncton
Phone: (506) 866-6611
Email: marc@laphoto.ca
Website: www.bonespop.ca

N/A
@bonespop
@bonespop @bonearchive
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-East / ASD-South / ASD-North / ASD-West /
First Nations Community Schools
Preferred Grade Level(s):
K-12
Can provide residency in:
English / French
Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes
Space/material requirements:
classroom, media room or music classroom

Updated: October 2021

Marc-Xavier LeBlanc has led an impressive career
in the music industry as a photographer, musician,
radio show host, archivist and sound explorer. His
passion to explore the connections between music
and the arts leave strong imprints from the past,
present and future in his work. He demonstrates a
strong sensibility to showcase a sense of meaning
through art and music. With his photography he
creates fluid imagery that captures movement and
space in unique perspectives that challenges the
onlooker’s perception. With music he loves to compile moving soundtracks that awakens a listener’s
awareness to our environment. As a sound explorer
he is always pushing boundaries through original
concepts and manipulating sound to create unforgettable soundscape.

Residency Project
Music and art were two ways I felt at ease to communicate and for that same reason I’ve always
loved to empower kids through the art of sound. I’d
love to work on cross curricular projects merging
essential skills and music outcomes. In these workshops students will be exploring the concept of
sounds that surround us, teaching them how we
can manipulate these sounds by weaving them into
soundscapes. Students would construct their own
microphones out of salvaged materials (old phones,
ear buds etc.) and then use them to capture, document and identify sounds in our biosphere and their
daily surroundings. They will also be able to capture higher fidelity sounds using a field recorder
(Zoom H6).

Then, using this library of sounds, students will create electro acoustic music with the help of a Digital
Audio Workstation. The project will consist of the
following parts:
1. Contact microphone construction
2. Recording/capturing sound
3. Sound manipulation/sound texture and effects
and
4. Music composition.

MULTIDISCIPLINARY

MARC-XAVIER
LEBLANC

These workshops will initiate students on various
electronic music creation techniques and hardware
such as; sampling, sound manipulation, sound effects and arranging. Students will have a real life
opportunity to express themselves musically and
will create an original pieces of music art. Once
completed, a digital copy of the original pieces and
a description will be made available to the greater
school community via the school website.

Teaching Experience
He has been giving workshops in schools and communities mainly all over the east coast of Canada
for nearly fifteen years and has been working in the
music industry for more than 25 years as a photographer, DJ and radio show host.
As a DJ or freelance reporter, he has contributed to
a number of different industry publications/charities/
events/organizations/conferences, including The
Government of Canada, CBC, Radio Canada,
Fédération des jeunes francophone du NouveauBrunswick, Music NB, Radarts, AAAPNB, Association Canadienne d’éducation de langue française,
East Coast Music Awards, Acadie Rock.
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MARLA LESAGE
Literary arts / Visual arts

MULTIDISCIPLINARY

Marla Lesage loves to tell stories – both real and
imagined – through urban sketching, painting, illustration, and writing. She is a member of Urban
Sketchers Fredericton and the Society of Children’s
Book Writers & Illustrators. Her art can be found in
several NB schools as well as private collections in
Canada, USA, and Australia. Her first picture book,
Pirate Year Round was published by Acorn Press
in May 2019. You can find her artwork at MarlaLesage.com.

CONTACT
Lincoln
Phone: (506) 208-0380
Email: marlalesage@yahoo.com
Website: www.marlalesage.com

/mclesage
@marlalesage

Residency Project
I am happy to work with the school &/ teachers to
create a project that meets the school’s particular
needs. Examples of past projects: The creation of
an anthology of fictional stories written & illustrated
by students; a collaborative mural, comics, sketching &/ painting.

@marlalesage
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-West
Preferred Grade Level(s):
K-12
Can provide residency in:
English

Teaching Experience
I have taught art and writing in several Fredericton
& Oromocto area schools via the Fredericton Arts
Alliance’s Artist-in-Schools program. I have also
taught art workshops for children & adults in the
community.

Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes
Space/material requirements:
Projects to be done in classroom. Materials required
varies based on project but include paint/canvas,
paper, or wood.

Updated: November 2019
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STEPHEN LEWIS
Music / Media arts

CONTACT
Rusagonis
Phone: (506) 262-3865
Email: bigbandofone@gmail.com
Website: www.bigbandoffun.com

MULTIDISCIPLINARY

Stephen Lewis is an international touring artists
(Glastonbury, Burning Man, Mountain Jam) who
specializes in live looping. He has a passion for
music, fun, community, and for teaching others. He
performs as a solo artist, duo, and with a powerful 4
piece band (Stephen Lewis & The Big Band of
Fun), works for The Harvest Jazz & Blues Festival,
operates Marshall Studios, and currently teaches in
the public school system.

Teaching Experience
I have a long standing (4 year) history of successful
music based artist in residency and art smarts projects.

/thebigbandoffun
@bigbandoffun
@stephen_lewis_
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-West / ASD-South / ASD-North /
First Nations Community Schools
Preferred Grade Level(s):
K-12
Can provide residency in:
English, French
Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes
Space/material requirements:
N/A

Updated: October 2020
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TRENT LOGAN
Digital Theatre / Theatre Production
TRENT LOGAN is a New Brunswick born theatre
technician, designer, and manager. Since completing his degree at Mount Allison University, he has
filled several production roles for theatres across
New Brunswick and into Nova Scotia. He currently
works as the Technical Director of Memorial Hall on
the UNB Fredericton Campus.

Beaver Dam
Phone: (506) 343-7183
Email: trentwblogan@gmail.com
Website: hyperlooptheatre.com

/hyperlooptheatre
N/A
@hyperlooptheatre
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-West / ASD-South / ASD-North / ASD-East /
First Nations Community Schools
Preferred Grade Level(s):
6-12
Can provide residency in:
English
Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes
Space/material requirements:
Open space (preferably a theatre or performance
room) with lots of access to power and internet
connection.
Updated: September 2021

I have taught technical theatre, production, design,
and management at the University of New Brunswick for four years. I have also provided technical
supervision and workshops for a number of schools
and community groups across New Brunswick for
the past decade.

Past credits include: Strawberries in January (Live
Bait Theatre; Set Design), No Man's
Island (Lighting; Saint John Theatre Company),
and Alice, a dance tale (Perpetual Motion Dance
Studio; Lighting Design).

MULTIDISCIPLINARY

CONTACT

Teaching Experience

Residency Project
My Theatre Production: Offering workshops in a
diverse range of technical theatre and theatre production (including but not limited to: set construction/design, projection design and implementation,
lighting design, stage management, etc…) to give
teachers and students the tools to improve their
theatrical experience.
Digital Theatre: Providing digital options for audiences has become a necessity but continues to be
a prevalent form of performance. Such performance types allow for a lot more accessible options
for viewers and allows for students to have their
work exposed to a wider range of patrons. I can
provide workshops in effective live-streaming techniques and the core-differences that must be considered between live performance and livestreamed or recorded performances.
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PAUL MCALLISTER
Literary / Visual arts

Teaching Experience

CONTACT
Fredericton
Phone: (506) 471-3310
Email: monsterhousepublishing@gmail.com
Website: www.monsterhousepublishing

/monsterhousepublishing
N/A
N/A
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-West / ASD-South / ASD-North / ASD-East
Preferred Grade Level(s):
K-5
Can provide residency in:
English
Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes
Space/material requirements:
Space for creating small illustrations

Updated: August 2021

Since publishing my first book, I have made many
appearances in schools and libraries across NB. At
each reading, there is a participatory aspect, where
the children engage directly with the story through
the arts. I have collaborated with the Calithumpians
to complete dramatic readings. Before Herman, I
was a regular artist at Gibson Neil Memorial
School, teaching painting exercises. I filled this role
for seven years. I recently accompanied Theatre
New Brunswick as they presented a dramatic recreation of the Herman story in schools. I performed
Residency Project
readings and art activities in classrooms as an acMy project encourages students to create their own companiment to TNB’s programming.
characters and write short narratives, including details about the character’s personality. The students
will illustrate their characters and create character
sheets, from which the class will collaboratively
build a storyline and imaginary realm in which the
characters can coexist. Drawing from my experience teaching art to elementary school-aged children, I will guide them through the creative process
for both their written and illustrated aspects. The
project will include a small exhibition of their illustrations and a reading of their collective narrative. The
project draws inspiration from my ‘Herman’ series,
which teaches children important moral lessons
through the hopeful eyes of a tiny green monster
with fuzzy purple slippers - Herman the Monster!
The project allows the students to develop their
personal and collective creativity, while learning
technical illustration skills from an experienced visual artist. Starting in 2017, this project has seen the
publication of the following class created works:
Imaginary Monsters in Co-operation Cove, The
Monsters of the Lost Wand, The Scardy-est Scare
Monsters of Mrs. Smith's Class, and One Monster
Wish.

MULTIDISCIPLINARY

Paul McAllister is a storyteller, visual artist, and
published children’s book author. As a multidisciplinary artist, he is interested in children developing
their creativity in a multidisciplinary setting. When
Paul isn’t organizing music and arts festivals, writing books, or running Monster House Publishing,
you can find him hanging with his two quirky dogs,
Panda and Gus. Paul loves adventuring with the
dogs around their beautiful hometown of Fredericton, NB, Canada.
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IRMA MULHERIN
Music / Literary arts / Theatre arts
Irma Mulherin is a writer, performer and educator
with 20 years experience in the field of music education. Multifaceted, Irma is equally comfortable
with theatre arts, written word, multiple instruments
and vocal performance. Currently Irma teaches
multiple discipline at her music studio in Grand
Falls and operates a theatre company that produces youth musicals and a touring dinner theatre.

CONTACT
Grand Falls
Phone: (506) 473-6119
Email: broadwayproductions@bellaliant.net
Website: N/A

/irma.mulherin
N/A
N/A
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-West
Preferred Grade Level(s):
K-12
Can provide residency in:
English / French

MULTIDISCIPLINARY

Residency Project
Irma is currently working on her next arts project –
Speech Arts in the Classroom – for all ages. The
project would include working with students on age
appropriate material (K-5 short poems, 6-8 individually chosen, 9-12 own compositions) that would be
rehearsed, presented, and adjudicated in a school
wide competition.

Teaching Experience
Irma is primarily a music educator. She holds a
Bachelor of Music and a Bachelor of Education degree. At her music school she instructs both individuals and groups. Her experience has her working
with choirs and theatre groups of all ages ranging
from 5 years old to adult. Irma has been working as
an Artist-in-Resident for the past 4 years.

Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes
Space/material requirements:
Scripts, guitars, ukuleles, drum making
materials– depending on project
Updated: August 2021
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DON RIGLEY
Don Rigley (Born 1957) has produced fine art, illustrations, carvings,, portraits and other commissioned work. He studied art at Algonquin College,
Ottawa, O.N.

CONTACT
Fredericton
Phone: (506) 454-1542
Email: drigley@nbnet.nb.ca
Website: www.franticallyatlantic.com
www.donrigley.com

As a musician, he has performed throughout Eastern Canada and in the U.S.A and Ireland. He has
released four CD’s since 2001 and his music has
been used in television and film productions in Japan, Germany, Canada, the U.K., etc. As part of a
theatre troupe, Don worked as a musician, actor,
prop maker and playwright (Many People Often
Say, a one-act comedy). In 2017 he and his partner, Michelle Daigle wrote and mounted a one-act
musical, The Paris Crew.

Teaching Experience
Artist-in-residence and ArtSmart projects since
2013.Art instruction for students of the Youth Care
Worker program at NBCC Miramichi (1995-2005).
Music and art instruction, adult evening classes,
NBCC Miramichi (1987-1990).

MULTIDISCIPLINARY

Literary arts / Music / Media arts / Visual arts /
Theatre arts

In 2013Don formed Frantically Atlantic Entertainment with Michelle Daigle.

/don.rigley.9
N/A
N/A
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-South
Preferred Grade Level(s):
K-12
Can provide residency in:
English
Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes
Space/material requirements:
Rehearsal space/ / art space (classroom) and
performance space (i.e. gymnasium)
Updated: October 2021

Residency Project
Atlantic Canadian Culture and Heritage: Drama,
Storytelling, Music Dance, Movement and Visual
Art
This project combines aspects of drama, music,
dance and art with an Atlantic Canadian historical
bent. The project will ultimately culminate in a collaborative student/artist/teacher public performance. Together with Michelle Diagle (musician,
actor, director and visual artist), we will incorporate
fiddle, bouzouki, bodhran, spoon, hammered dulcimer, tin whistle and guitar into our sessions. Students will be introduced to traditional stories, songs
and dances. We can also design programs to suit
the needs and wants of individual schools.
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BRIGITTE RIVERS
Literary / Visual arts

Teaching Experience

I am a qualified classroom teacher and I taught
middle school for two years. I have taught art and
writing, as well as yoga and mindfulness, in local
schools many times over the past five years. Since
November 2017, I have carried out 14 WiSP
(Writers in Schools Program) visits all over New
Brunswick to grades K to12, which have involved
everything from whole school presentations to
Brigitte is a professional writer and has freelanced
small group enrichment activities focusing on writsince 2006 for local, regional and national publica- ing and illustration. At one school, I co-led an illustions including the Telegraph Journal Salon and the tration workshop with Haylee Boone.
United Church Observer.

CONTACT
Woodstock
Phone: (506) 328-3932
Email: brigittemarsden@yahoo.ca
Website: www.brigittemarsden.com

/BrigitteMarsdenAuthorArtist
N/A
N/A
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-West / First Nations Community Schools
Preferred Grade Level(s):
K-8

Can provide residency in:
English
Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes

MULTIDISCIPLINARY

Brigitte Rivers (pen name Brigitte Marsden) is an
author, artist and educator. Author of children’s
novel ‘Kit and the Calico Cat’ (published by Chapel
Street Editions, July 2017), Brigitte also created the
cover illustration (and 11 year old Haylee Boone
provided the text illustrations in collaboration with
Brigitte).

Trained in art and design, Brigitte continues to
make art, and was honored to be part of the Woodstock First Nation Beading Group for three years.

Residency Project
I would love to work with a class on a storytelling
project using drama, verbal storytelling (individual
and as a group), discussion about the elements of
story, and writing and illustration activities focusing
on different ways to bring a story to life. We would
also learn about the stages and processes involved
in publishing a book (I’m trained in graphic design
and worked for a publisher), as well as different
approaches to editing, and giving and receiving
feedback.
Regarding outcomes, my goal would be for us to
produce an illustrated book of stories that contains
a short autobiography for each student contributor.

Space/material requirements:
To be decided in discussion with the school
Updated: August 2021
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JEAN ROONEY
Media arts / Visual arts

French Lake
Phone: (506) 292-4114
Email: jean@jeanrooney.art
Website: www.jeanrooney.art

/jean.rooney.artist
@jeanrooney
jean_rooney_artist
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-East / ASD-North / ASD-West
ASD-South / First Nations Community Schools
Preferred Grade Level(s):
K-12
Can provide residency in:
English
Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes
Space/material requirements:
N/A

Student Centric: There are endless possibilities. I
love to work collaboratively in engagement with the
school community in allowing the students to be the
artists/creators. Projects can be tailored to any age
group and environment. Examples of past project;
bookmaking, printmaking, video, claymation, websites, drawing and murals.

Teaching Experience

I have 19 years teaching experience. I have successfully completed 11 Artist-in-Residency school
projects in New Brunswick alone in the last 10
years. I have taught at The National College of Art
and Design, Ireland, The institute of Art Design and
Residency Project
Technology, Dublin and I am a member of teaching
Faculty at the New Brunswick College of Craft and
Wall of Wonder: Collaborative large-scale mural
Design full time for the past 6 years. I am currently
project. This colourful energetic project can happen
completing a Master of Education in Critical Studies
with any grade of students up involving the entire
by Research at UNB.
school. The student-selected theme is designed
and painted together and we work collaboratively
over the duration of the residency to form a fully
finished painted artwork that is a source of learning
and pride.

MULTIDISCIPLINARY

CONTACT

Jean Rooney is an Irish-born artist and arts advocate based in French Lake, rural New Brunswick.
Rooney received a BFA from The National College
of Art and Design, Ireland, and Masters Degree in
Multimedia from Trinity University, Ireland. Currently she is completing a Master Degree in Education
in Critical Studies at UNB. She is an arts educator
with nineteen years teaching experience. She is a
multi-award winning artist. Rooney is recipient of an
artsnb Creation Grant and Arts Council of Ireland
production grant. Her work can be found in the permanent collection of the Province of New Brunswick.

have to be a skater) or they can apply the wheels
and take it outside!

Love Your Selfie: Students render realistic selfportraits using cell phones to capture their images.
This project combines traditional drawing and anatomy of the face with a celebration of the self. Mindfulness and observation help students to build confidence in their own image and their drawing skills.
Skateboard Envy: Students create custom designed hand painted skateboards. They design,
plan, execute and paint the unfinished boards.
They can be used as an artwork for the wall (don’t

Updated: November 2021
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Alexandra Saunders

CONTACT
Saint John
Phone: (506) 645-1300
Email: jtoodeep@gmail.com
Website: N/A

/justintoodeep
N/A
@justintoodeep
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-East / ASD-South
Preferred Grade Level(s):
K-12
Can provide residency in:
English
Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes
Space/material requirements:
N/A

Justin Toodeep is an Atlantic Canadian drag artist
who has been entertaining audiences for over 12
years. 2020’s High Heel Awards Entertainer of the
Year recipient, this King brings an eclectic mix of
hilarious hosting combined with high energy performances that leave any audience cheering for more.
An advocate for the LGBTQIA2S+ community, Justin is considered the father of drag in New Brunswick for the time and efforts he puts forth helping
foster an inclusive and diverse drag community.

Residency Project
Drag has many components. My class would be
cumulative (if I’m given multiple sessions) where
students in groups would collaborate to work together to produce a digital drag video. They would
design/create their character (makeup & clothing) ,
come up with an idea for a “music video” and then
bring it to life by filming + producing + editing the
final product.

An alternate version of this same course, would
have them put together a youth drag show. Which
would include components on budgets and organization of events. If I had the resources, I could also
teach them about merchandising, where they would
create a fake merchandise product for their
“character” + design it, price it and possibly make it.

Teaching Experience
Yes, I have taught makeup fundamentals at many
conventions including Hal-Con and Animaritime. I
regularly do children’s birthday parties in drag, so I
am no stranger to working with children. I have
done makeup/drag instruction out at KV Oasis
Youth Center as part of their pride week celebration. A great deal of my job as a drag entertainer
deals with offering advice/help/instruction to
LGBTQIA2S Teens and Children. It’s very important for queer kids to see queer adults in
schools and life to show them that high school and
middle school (a tough time for a lot of us) is not
forever and that life does get better beyond school.

MULTIDISCIPLINARY

Performing arts / Drag (Gender Illusionist uses
the following disciplines: Theatre Arts, Dance,
Media Arts - Music Mixing, Video Editing + Production, Makeup Artistry)

In my community, I currently teach my fellow drag
entertainers various skills on event organization,
Many smaller classes and projects would lead up to social media and merchandising.
this. Such as a makeup fundamental course which
would cover many aspects of makeup artistry. A
music/video editing project, where they are taught
not only how to edit music, but also video. These
are done on a basic fundamental level and with low
cost/free software and the cell phones they carry
with them every day. This would culminate into one
final project using all the components they have
learned.

Updated: October 2021
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PHIL ATHANASE BOUDREAU

Dieppe
Phone: (506) 878-2329
Email: velvetjesse@gmail.com
Website: philathanase.com

/philathanase / /BIGBADPARTYBAND
@phil_athanase / @bigbadpartyband
N/A
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-East / ASD-North / ASD-West
ASD-South / First Nations Community Schools
Preferred Grade Level(s):
K-12
Can provide residency in:
English / French
Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes
Space/material requirements:
Sound system and blackboard
Updated: September 2021

Residency Project
With the help of his acoustic guitar, Phil offers a
show called “The soundtrack of my life” during
which he talks about the 25 years road to becoming
a professional full time musician while performing
songs by artists that influenced him along the way.
In his workshops, he encourages discussions about
music and all its different styles, tastes,
instrumentation and recordings by covering fun
subjects like “why some songs are timeless for the
whole world and some are just timeless for them”;
“music, its industry and how it changed during the
last 6 decades.”

breaking down their songs and sharing hints and
giving them some tools to help improve their skills
as writers and composers.
And if possible write a song as a group.

Teaching Experience
Phil has been a substitute teacher for the last
school year mostly in the South-East region of New
Brunswick. He works with kids from K-12.
He has been offering shows and song writing workshops in school for the last two years.
Please note:
Phil has received a marketing grant from MusSicaction (Francophone version of FACTOR that funds
professional artists from the recording industry)

Phil also offers a two-part in depth songwriting
class.
1. Overview of song structure, melody, colour,
rhythm and lyrics by performing examples of
his original material and today’s popular radio
songs and sharing where he gets his inspiration
to write and compose songs both in French and
in English.
2. Song writing sessions where a select group can
join and perform their material followed by carefully

MUSIC

CONTACT

Phil Athanase is a charismatic singer, songwriter,
guitarist and producer who launched his first
French album in 2017 shortly after winning the
award for Best Stage Performance at the renowned
Gala de la Chanson in Caraquet. Having co-written
and produced Rosa Laricchiuta’s (Quebec’s “The
Voice” finalist) English solo EP, Phil can also be
seen on stage at least 200 times per year with his
solo project and as the front man and guitarist of
the Big Bad Party Band. Fluent in both French and
English, he has a large repertoire of songs by artists originating all over the globe.
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CONTACT
Moncton
Phone: (506) 962-1578
Email: kshields@nbyo-ojnb.com
Website: N/A

/EastCoastBrassQuintet/
N/A
@eastcoastbrass
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-East
Preferred Grade Level(s):
K-12
Can provide residency in:
English
Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes
Space/material requirements:
N/A
Updated: November 2022

East Coast Brass is a chamber ensemble of Tutta
Musica Orchestra, a professional orchestra comprised of the teaching artists of Sistema NB. These
musicians create entertaining and engaging experiences for audiences and provides high quality musical education to aspiring brass musicians across
New Brunswick and beyond. East Coast Brass is
based in Moncton, New Brunswick and performs in
a variety of settings such as church services, weddings, corporate events, schools and in concert.
Performance highlights of East Coast Brass include
Moncton’s Capitol Theatre 25 Anniversary Showcase (May 2019), ‘Dancing Through the Ages’ Tour
of the Maritimes (6 locations in 2019) and ‘Out of
this World’ Tour of the Maritimes (6 locations in
2018). Our style is a mixture of classical, jazz, pop
and new compositions and our goal is to make the
repertoire meaningful, approachable and fun.
Through our work with Sistema NB, the Moncton
Youth Orchestra (MYO) and the New Brunswick
Youth Orchestra (NBYO), our musical education is
focused on serving the at-risk youth of New Brunswick to help them reach their full potential through
the learning and performing of orchestral music.
The core members of East Coast Brass form a
brass quintet: two trumpets Conor Conway
(Ottawa, ON), Sarah Devlin (Ottawa, ON); French
horn: Jonathan Astley (Lloydminster, AB); trombone: Kimberley Conway (Hammonds Plains, NS)
and tuba: Gabrielle Carruthers (Bathurst, NB).

The students will participate in the creative process
of composing a new movement inspired by an animal native to New Brunswick (TBD). We will also
rewrite the spoken word narration to better reflect
the status of animals in today’s changing climate.
To prepare for this concert, the students will be
coached my the musicians of ECB as well as their
teacher in rehearsals where they will be encouraged to express themselves through their music
and also to think critically about climate justice.
Through the process of creating this project together, we hope to instill appreciation, respect and a
passion for expression through performing music.

Teaching Experience
As teaching artists of Sistema New Brunswick we
help children and youth to achieve their full potential through the learning and performing of orchestral music. We teach at the Sistema NB Moncton
Centre 5 days a week, 3 hours a day to approximately 300 students. We also coach more advanced students of the Moncton Youth Orchestra
(MYO) and the New Brunswick Youth Orchestra
(NBYO). Our core class sizes are an average size
of 10 and we also combine into larger groups of 3040 once or twice a week. We also occasionally conduct and teach the orchestra (approximately 70-90
students).

MUSIC

KIMBERLEY CONWAY
(East Coast Brass)

Brass and the grade 6 and 7 music students of
Edith Cavell to create and present a concert on the
theme of climate justice. The highlight of the show
is a reinvention of a beloved classic: Saint Saens Carnival of the Animals, including a world-premiere
of a new movement.

Residency Project
EC and ECB for Climate Justice is a collaborative
project of the professional musicians of East Coast
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CONTACT
Sackville
Phone: (709) 691-4751
Email: garrisonhillbooking@gmail.com
Website: https://www.musicnb.org/en/directory/
shelley-bean-the-duckety-muds
/ShelleyBeanNB
@ShelleyBeanSong
N/A
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-East / ASD-South / ASD-North /
ASD-West / First Nations Community Schools
Preferred Grade Level(s):
K-12
Can provide residency in:
English
Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes
Space/material requirements:
Varies per show.
Updated: November 2022

Shelley (Chase), has toured extensively. She has
performed for young audiences at such great
events as the Winnipeg and Calgary Folk Festivals,
The Stan Rogers Folk Festival, as well as at The
Woodford Folk Festival in Australia and HebCelt on
The Isle of Lewis in Scotland. Her debut children’s
CD was nominated for a Canadian Folk Music
Award. Shelley Bean has been active with
“Agriculture in the Classrooms” nation wide; composing and releasing both a francophone and English version of their theme song to over 11,000 children in classrooms participating in the gardening
program in Saskatchewan, Alberta, Manitoba and
Newfoundland. 2017 marked the fourth year she
performed for over 4,000 school children for The
Mayor’s Environmental Expo at the invitation of
Mayor Nenshi, in the City of Calgary.

Residency Project
The residency projects I enjoy the most are those
that are based in the creativity of the children with
myself being a facilitator; putting a foundation under
their imagination and teaching them by doing.
Teaching them how to make it a reality. My qualifications as an instructor for music, fine art and theatre as well as show production mean that I do enjoy
teaching kids how to present their final ideas to a
live audience. I believe the process to presentation
process is so important for self esteem, critical
thinking and problem solving and growth. It builds
community through a shared experience and the
children usually develop a love of the arts through
the magic of showmanship. I see it everytime I ask
a child to join me on stage in a regular festival performance. The magic of being onstage and feeling
the thrill of sharing a presentation teaches us all so
much in that moment. This is the type of residency I

Teaching Experience
Yes. I’ve taught arts enrichment programs for many
years under the guidance of Charlene Vienneau in
School District Anglophone East through my program IMAGINE LEAGUE 2017 and 2018 as well as
being active as a host for the drama festival for several years. I taught many workshops through The
City of Nanaimo, City of Moncton, Town of Riverview recreation programs since 1986 including drama, dance, theatre, comedy improv and cartooning
as well as mixed media. I coordinated and ran City
wide afterschool care programs for over 300 children in my care for The City of Nanaimo registered
programs from 1991 - 1994. I also ran my own recreational arts school - Plaid Community Arts School
funded largely by The City of Moncton from 2003 2006. Over the last 30 years I have also facilitated
many teacher development days.

MUSIC

SHELLEY CHASE

love; one that culminates in a public expression of
the arts.
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JESSE COX
Originally from Cape Breton, Jesse started playing
guitar at 12. He played in bands in Halifax area as
a teen - early twenties, made it to Top 22 on Canadian Idol 2006. He was also the 2015 Regional
Champion in the CBC Searchlight Camp.

Residency Project
Perform songs but also provide some history about
songs and composers. Talk about how I started
playing and writing songs. Using smartboard to
show lyrics so they can sing along.

CONTACT
Rexton
Phone: (506) 961-8525
Email: jessebriar@gmail.com
Website: www.jessecoxmusic.com

N/A

Teaching Experience
- Artist in Residency in 2017 at Rexton Middle
School
- Supply teacher at Elsipogtog School
- EA at Elsipogtog School

N/A
N/A
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-East / ASD-North / ASD-West
ASD-South / First Nations Community
Schools

MUSIC

Preferred Grade Level(s):
K-12
Can provide residency in:
English
Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes
Space/material requirements:
Room, power, access to smartboard
Updated: October 2021
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ANDREW CREEGGAN

Moncton
Phone: (506) 850-8708
Email: creeggan.andrew@gmail.com
Website: N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-East / ASD-West / ASD-South
Preferred Grade Level(s):
6-12
Can provide residency in:
English / French
Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes
Space/material requirements:
classroom, musical instruments for the kids,
a piano if possible and stereo
Updated: October 2022

Residency Project
The project I have in mind includes preparing some
young musicians for a high profile concert with
Symphony New Brunswick for which I will be musical director. I intend to impress upon the students
the rigour and high standard that is required to play
classical music at a professional level. I hope to
challenge and inspire them to continue their musical pursuits and as I am a composer I will seize any
opportunity to encourage creativity in the students.

Teaching Experience
I have much experience teaching string, band and
vocal classes of all levels from K-12. I also teach
privately. Most recently I co-taught the band class
of école intermédiaire Le Mascaret in Moncton and
had a close working relationship with teacher Monica Lang. I love to challenge students and force
them to be creative and am often very moved by
the results. While in my element playing classical
music, I bring some interesting perspectives due to
my ‘pop’ and producing experience.

MUSIC

CONTACT

After leaving ‘Barenaked Ladies’, Toronto native
Andrew (Andy) Creeggan studied composition at
McGill University. Over the years he has balanced
his passion for classical and pop music through
composing, arranging, performing, producing, conducting and teaching. He has an uncanny musical
bond with brother Jim and they record and perform
under the name The Brothers Creeggan. He records experimental instrumental music under the
moniker ‘Andiwork'. He continues to have collaborations with artists including Barenaked Ladies,
Symphony New Brunswick, Mark Fewer and director Kim Collier. He is bilingual and lives a musical
and sporty life in Moncton NB.
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DANIEL GARDNER

Moncton
Phone: (506) 878-0697
Email: DJTGardner@gmail.com
Website: N/A

N/A
N/A
@DGComposer
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-East / ASD-South / ASD-North / ASDWest / First Nations Community Schools
Preferred Grade Level(s):
6-12
Can provide residency in:
English
Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes
Space/material requirements:
None. We can work with what you have.
Updated: September 2022

As a teacher, I am committed to facilitating learning Teaching Experience
experiences that are engaging and valuable to stu• I have taught private drum lessons since 2011;
dents. I am very open to developing programs in
these lessons are directed by students’ interconcert with teachers that speak to the students’
ests and emphasize developing good practicing
conditions, interests and abilities. I am comfortable
habits, and developing students’ capacity to
facilitating creative or research-based projects that
engage in self-directed inquiry.
engage with: western classical composition for
acoustic instruments or electronics, songwriting,
• In 2019, I co-facilitated a project in London ON
audio recording, post-production, Max/MSP, music
called the “Sound Sculpture Park Project” that
history such as western classical (1500-present),
had a class of grade 8 students working in
jazz (1900-1980), and electronic music (1900groups of 5-6 to collaboratively create composipresent), music theory (western classical, popular
tions that the students rehearsed in the classmusic), contemporary Canadian classical composroom and then presented a concert on a public
ers, the philosophy of art, percussion performance,
“percussion sculpture”.
nonstandard approaches to notation, or transcription.
• In 2020, I co-facilitated a series of six, weekly,
composition masterclasses in London ON for a
Example: Students will record a sound that they
class of grade 10 students, giving feedback on
hear regularly and describe how that sound makes
in-progress BandLab compositions.
them feel. Students will then produce a graphical
score representing that sound, and record them-

MUSIC

CONTACT

selves realizing that score with their instrument. By
digitally manipulating only the original sound, the
recorded realization of their graphical score, and
Daniel Gardner is a composer, teacher and percus- one other sound of their choice, students will create
sionist based out of Moncton. As a composer, his
a 1-2 minute track in BandLab that evokes the opmusic has been performed across Canada and in- posite feeling of their original sound (eg. a comfortternationally, being featured as part of the Tuckaing sound will be used to create an unsettling
more Festival (2019) in St. John’s NL, IndieFest
track).
(2021) in Vancouver BC and Maureen Batt’s CrossStudents will then write a 300-word reflection on the
ing Boarders Tour (2019). In 2022 his text score
compositional process, this reflection might adAmbient Sound Flow (2019) was featured in the
dress: What were your expectations for the piece
Center for Deep Listening’s Year of Deep Listening.
and how did the final result deviate from it? What
His music education research has been included as
was something you realized you didn’t know while
part of Oxford University Press’s General Music
creating this piece? What parts of your piece are
(2022) and he has presented his research at the
successful? Unsuccessful? Why do you think that?
International Society of Music Educators ConferWhat parts of this process will you take forward into
ence. Daniel has a Bachelor of Music from Mount
future projects? Etc.
Allison University (2016), and a Master of Music
I am comfortable delivering programs both in perComposition from Western University (2022).
son and over teleconferencing software (such as
zoom).
Residency Project
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GUY GODIN

Saint-André-LeBlanc
Phone: (506) 227-9305
Email: productionsolentertainment@gmail.com
Website: N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-East / ASD-South / ASD-North
Preferred Grade Level(s):
9-12
Can provide residency in:
English / French
Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: No
Space/material requirements:
Classroom space

Indeed, I had the pleasure of being the assistant of
At 11 years old, I ventured into the musical art. The two professors throughout my graduate studies at
Université de Moncton. Meanwhile, I taught a few
following year, guitar in hand, I made my first appearance on stage. Throughout the years, I formed introduction classes in the field of social work. I also
had the chance to tutor students in several subjects
the bluegrass band “Simply Blue” and shared the
stage with several great local artists, such as Mela- (statistics, psychology, groups therapy, etc.). Finally, during my studies, the District Scholaire Fraconie Morgan, Georges Belliveau, Samuel Richard,
phone Sud hired me to be a substitute teacher for
Countryside, etc. Thanks to the knowledge and
skills acquired during these years, I had the pleas- the elementary detention class, which I gladly accepted. All those great opportunities granted me
ure of joining the group "Marty pis les Roots" in
some experience in teaching.
which I explore music through various acoustic instruments while sharing my passion for music with
everyone.

Residency Project
This project consists of four days of student collaboration with Acadian artists during which they will
explore the Acadian culture by learning how to play
numerous traditional Acadian instruments with the
goal of performing a traditional Acadian kitchen party. This will encourage the students to express
themselves through music, to think creatively about
music and its place in culture and to develop a better appreciation of culture, arts and local artists.
My role, as one of the Acadian artist, will be to
teach the basics of two popular Acadian instruments: the acoustic guitar and the mandolin.
This residency will expectantly help students gain a
new level of appreciation for music, the Acadian
culture and history. They will be able to use various
instruments and learn the necessary skills, language and techniques in order to explore and express themselves. This will also help them to develop critical thinking skills as they explore the culture,
the music and the history.

MUSIC

CONTACT

Teaching Experience

Updated: November 2019
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CHRISTOPHER
GUINDON

Miramichi
Phone: (506) 624-4073
Email: saxgeek@gmail.com
Website: N/A

/chrisguindonmusic
N/A
@chris_guindon_music
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-North
Preferred Grade Level(s):
6-12
Can provide residency in:
English
Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes
Space/material requirements:
Music room/auditorium, musical (band) instruments, music stands, chairs, bell covers, band
method books and conductor scores, band folders, pencils.
Updated: October 2021

Residency Project
I would like to re-introduce youth (and community
members) in my area to the joy of ensemble and
live performance with a focus on participation and
visibility in the local community. I have been involved in ensemble performance since I can remember including Vocal Ensembles, Concert
Choirs, Chamber Choirs, Saxophone Quartet, Jazz
Combos, Jazz Band and Concert Band and I have
attended several workshops since the beginning of
my music journey. Upon moving to Miramichi, NB, I
discovered that there is a continued need for renewed support and familiarity with youth ensemble
performance. Since 2011, I have networked with
several individuals and organizations in the region
who could help to facilitate better opportunities for
bands and ensembles. An example of a successful
project would see members of a student ensemble
sitting in with members of a community band, in a
live performance setting, performing pieces they
have worked on through the project.

The immersion into the community ensemble would
serve a modelling and mentorship function for students and essentially inspire a continued interest in
performing music with others.

Teaching Experience
I currently have a permanent teaching certificate for
New Brunswick and I have been active on the supply list for the Anglophone North School District
since September 2020 providing supply coverage
for teachers in (but not limited to) middle schools
and high schools. I have 2 years’ experience teaching music K-12 in a full-time capacity at Jens Haven
Memorial School in Nain, NL having obtained a B.
MUS, B. MUS ED (conjoint degree) at Memorial
University (2009). I currently have a private teaching studio where I provide music lessons to students across multiple age groups and instruments.

MUSIC

CONTACT

Christopher Guindon is a music educator and saxophonist based in Miramichi, New Brunswick area
and has been involved in music since the age of 8
performing in music festivals and band festivals as
a solo performer or ensemble member ever since.
Chris holds a B. MUS and B. MUS ED (conjoint
degree) from Memorial University and chose to
build a career in the industry of music education
and performance. Chris currently owns a private
music lesson studio and performs live music with
various ensembles including Phantom Jazz Band
(Bathurst) and a jazz combo known as Millbank
Trio (Miramichi).
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EMILY KENNEDY

Fredericton
Phone: (506) 476-8215
Email: emilykennedycellist@gmail.com
Website: www.emily-kennedy.com

/emilykennedycellist
N/A
@_em.kennedy_
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-East / ASD-South / ASD-North / ASDWest / First Nations Community Schools
Preferred Grade Level(s):
K-12
Can provide residency in:
English
Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes
Space/material requirements:
N/A
Updated: November 2022

Residency Project

the ages of 6-8, have coached and taught at music
camps, and have taught privately for the last nine
years.

Handmade Orchestra
Duration: flexible – this project can be developed
over the course of several sessions.
Students are invited to rethink what is considered
music and how it is made. Musical experience is
not necessary: students are shown the basic principles of rhythm, pitch, texture and composition
through games and hands-on experimentation.

The project: Students will write and perform a piece
of music using instruments they built from common
household objects. The project will be broken down
into segments: rethinking sound as music, creating
handmade instruments, collectively creating a
graphic score, and performing the music using their
instruments.
Listening and improvisation games will be used to
guide students toward new ways of listening, showing them how curiosity and an open mind can open

MUSIC

CONTACT

endless musical possibilities. Constructing instruments empowers students to be independent when
exploring and creating sounds. Collectively comEmily Kennedy is a cellist and collaborator based in posing a graphic score allows groups to set rules
Fredericton. She is a graduate of the performance on how the score is interpreted; encouraging team
program at the University of Ottawa and Wilfrid
work, collective decision making, and leadership.
Laurier University. Passionate about new music
Graphic scores are an accessible medium for stuand improvisation, Emily recently took part in
dents, since they don’t need a background in music
Banff’s Concert in the 21st Century residency, the
reading to interpret the score. The result will be a
Britten-Pears Composition, Alternative Perforperformance that will be recorded for the students
mance and Performance Art program in Aldeburgh, to take home.
UK, Montreal Contemporary Music Lab, and
Re:Flux Festival. She frequently performs with
Pallmer, electronic improv trio Terre Wa, guitarist
Steven Peacock, Symphony New Brunswick, Atlan- Teaching Experience
tic Sinfonia, and musicUNB. Emily is active in genre I have experience teaching students of all ages. I
-crossing projects, collaborating with poets, textile
have experience teaching at the university level,
artists, and dancers.
have led group music classes for students between
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JOEL LEBLANC

Fredericton
Phone: (506) 476-1034
Email: lebja@nbnet.nb.ca
Website: N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-East / ASD-North / ASD-West
ASD-South / First Nations Community Schools
Preferred Grade Level(s):
K-12
Can provide residency in:
English
Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes
Space/material requirements:
A room large enough for 20,people seated, chairs,
instruments, sounding objects or voice

Residency Project
I provide a safe space for people with varying backgrounds to explore musical creativity as a group. It
develops mutual trust, respect for ideas of others,
co-operation and embraces diversity. Musical training and experience are not necessary: everyone is
on equal footing. It all comes down to really listening to each other. Increasing a sense of aural
awareness makes us more attuned to our ever
changing acoustic environment and gives everyone
a chance to be heard and understood.

sess. It creates a safe environment where students
dive deeply into spontaneous creation, while still
retaining a sense of collective responsibility.

What it looks like…

All we need is a room big enough for the group set
up in a circle. Participants can use voice, found objects, or even bring instruments. Initially, I lead the
group through a series of exercises to open up the
ears, hearts and minds. This is a full body experience. Once warmed up, we learn a series of sound
cues that I control with hand gestures. Things like;

MUSIC

CONTACT

start, stop, volume, long sounds, short sounds, fast
talking, trill, play water sounds, play air sounds, etc.
Composition and the organization of free improvisaOnce learned, participants each get a chance to
tion are central to current pursuits. Much of the
stand in front of the group and conduct an in mowork resides in ensembles with Andrew Miller, Nament sound painting. Everyone brings something
dia Francavilla, Mark Adam, Tom Easley, Evan
unique to the group whether it’s as a choir member
Shaw, Nicole Rampersaud, Arthur Bull and the late
or conductor. It requires fast decision making and
Ken Aldcroft. Large scale projects include a Frederconviction.
icton Community Improv Choir and Orchestra along
with compositions for Christine Duncan’s Element
Choir in Toronto. Joel LeBlanc toured North Ameri- Teaching Experience
ca and Europe from 1997-2009 with the roots trio
I am a private music teacher and workshop clinician
Hot Toddy. He is the recipient of numerous
with twenty years of experience. Over the last six
ARTSNB creation grants as well as funded residen- years, I developed a method for guided improvisacies. Currently, he runs a trio dedicated to the mu- tion that can accommodate any student regardless
sic of jazz legend, Thelonious Monk.
of what musical skill level they may or may not pos-

Updated: October 2021
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BRENT MASON
Brent Mason is an award winning songwriter and
performer from Saint John, NB with 10 albums of
original music to his credit. He has been nominated
for and won both music NB and East Coast Music
Awards and been given the “Stompin’ Tom” Award
for his contributions to Atlantic Canada’s music traditions. He has toured his music across Canada, in
the U.S. and U.K. and as far away as China. Brent
is highly regarded as a lyricist and storyteller. He
has also had his film work featured on National
CBC.

CONTACT

Residency Project

Saint John
Phone: (506) 608-3322
Email: gloryland@bellaliant.net
Website: N/A

Brent Mason's Song Writing Workshops are a
unique approach to unlocking the mystery of the
process of song creation. Beginning with his entertaining "History of Popular Music" component,
Brent spends a week in the class with the students.
All elements of song structure are examined and
discussed; song inspiration, lyrics, rhythm, melody
in an interactive and informal setting. Brent's easy
going and intuitive approach leads the students into
the creation of their own body of collaborative work,
invariably resulting in an engaged, collective experience with a tangible result.

N/A
N/A
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-South
Preferred Grade Level(s):
9-12
Can provide residency in:
English
Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes
Space/material requirements:
N/A

Teaching Experience
Brent has been facilitating his Songwriting Workshops in schools in southern NB for more than 10
years. He has conducted them in Saint John High,
Rothesay High, Harbour View KVHS, Belleisle High
and St. Stephen High. Jen Shea, music teacher at
Rothesay High says "Brent's most recent workshop

MUSIC

N/A

with my students in March was amazing! They're
still talking about, performing the song and looking
to find what else they can do with it

Updated: August 2021
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PETER MCLAUGHLIN
Peter McLaughlin graduated in 1982 with a Music
Education degree from St FX University. He began
his career teaching classroom music in 3 middle
schools and started the instrumental program for
NB School District 30. He later taught High School
Music and directed the Band, Stage Band and Choral program. He also worked as the district Fine
Arts Co-ordinator. Currently teaching privately as
the owner/operator of the Second Wind Music Centre, there is still a Community Band, community
choir and Church Choir under his direction.

CONTACT
Johnville
Phone: (506) 425-4999
Email: secondwindmusiccentre@gmail.com
Website: N/A

/secondwindmusiccentre

Residency Project
Singing for Your Health and well-being, Beginning
song-writing, Introduction to Recording, Student
Sing-a-Longs, Instrumental Coaching, Part Singing,
Beginner Guitar/Ukulele, and any number of other
music related topics.

N/A
N/A
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-East / ASD-South / ASD-North /
ASD-West / First Nations Community
Schools

Teaching Experience
I have spent 40 years teaching a wide variety of
music skills, theory and history to students of all
ages.

MUSIC

Preferred Grade Level(s):
K-12
Can provide residency in:
English
Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes
Space/material requirements:
Anywhere, classroom, etc.
Updated: October 2022
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DAVID MCNEILL
I am a native of Minto, NB. I moved to Calgary to
pursue my musical career. I’ve recorded music with
such bands as the original cast (One Tin Soldier)
and The Band Noah’s Ark. I now live in Chipman,
NB and was inducted into the Music Hall of Fame
of NB.

Residency Project
I enjoy working hands on with students and enjoy
helping to bring out the musical abilities they possess but are not aware of.

CONTACT
Chipman
Phone: (506) 339-6224
Email: dave64mcneill@gmail.com
Website: N/A

N/A

Teaching Experience
I took part in a project at CFAS (Chipman NB)
where I worked with 23 students. I also have a video of the results. I also teach guitar to students at
my home.

N/A
N/A
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-West
Preferred Grade Level(s):
6-8

MUSIC

Can provide residency in:
English
Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes
Space/material requirements:
Guitars

Updated: November 2019
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ANDREW REED MILLER
Andrew Reed Miller is principal bass of Symphony
New Brunswick and is artistic director of Resonance Inc., which has presented new and experimental music in and around NB since 1998.
Andrew has performed at many venues, including
Open Ears Festival (Kitchener), New Music Calgary, Sound Symposium (Newfoundland), the Scotia
Festival of Music, Ensemble Kore (Montreal) The
Music Gallery (Toronto), Western Front
(Vancouver), and Tonic (New York).

Saint John
Phone: (506) 260-8984
Email: andrew.reed.miller.sound@gmail.com
Website: www.andrewreedmiller.ca

N/A

Improvisation and collective composition for school
ensembles.

Preferred School District(s):
ASD-South, ASD-West, First Nations Community Schools

Each day we use voices and/or instruments, musical games and hands-on activities to explore sound
and music.

Preferred Grade Level(s):
6-12

Day 1: What is sound? - using oscillators, voices
and objects a hands-on demo of elements and principals of music

Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes
Space/material requirements:
Variable

2010-2016 Teaching Artist, New Brunswick Youth
Orchestra and Sistema NB

2009- Instructor Audio Engineering dept., Centre
for Arts and Technology, Fredericton campus

Jan 10, 2011

Residency Project

Can provide residency in:
English

Teaching Experience

Miller has written music for orchestra, dance, cham- 2000- Interdisciplinary workshop leader for children
and seniors in projects for:
ber music, film, television, and theatre.
Youth Options Fredericton, Fredericton Boys and
“Miller is a superb player, a master and a creative
Girls Club, Dept. of Social Services, N.B. Dept. of
inventor......”
- Stephen Pedersen, The Chronicle Herald (Halifax) Education Artists-in-the-Schools

/andrew.r.miller18

@andrewreedmiller

Day 5: Community - piecing together everyone’s
creations

Day 2: Lines and shapes - using pencils and markers to create and perform graphic scores

MUSIC

CONTACT

sound can be recorded, manipulated and played
back

Day 3: Colours, timbres, special techniques - what
is conducting? what is following? each student conducts and follows.
Day 4: Musical form - explore contrasts and how

Updated: August 2021
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JOEL MILLER
Saxophonist-composer-bandleader Joel Miller continues to push boundaries of creativity and genre
with his 2019 album, UNSTOPPABLE. Launched
as the opening concert of L’OFF Festival de Jazz
de Montreal, the album showcases an orchestra of
Montreal’s finest musicians. Dan McClenaghan in
All About Jazz wrote, “Miller... seems to be telling
us intricate and riveting stories... bringing Walt Disney's 1940 animated film Fantasia to mind.”

CONTACT
Fredericton
Phone: (514) 442-3069
Email: fishsax@gmail.com
Website: www.joelmillermusic.com

N/A
N/A
N/A
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-East / ASD-South / ASD-West
First Nations Community Schools
Preferred Grade Level(s):
9-12

Residency Project
My aim is for students to explore and inquire into
the rich and varied connections between mainstream pop music and creative « art » music. Thus
the goal of my the Creative Music Workshop will be
for students to develop listening and creative skills
in appreciating and analyzing music in order to pursue their own music creations and music playing.

Miller has built an award-winning career developing
an individual voice that incorporates the folk and
pop music of his youth with more recent explorations into Afro-Latin and contemporary classical
music. He remains a perennial figure in radio charts
and Best Of lists.
In 1997, on the heels of his début record, Find A
Way (1997, Isthmus/Page Music), Miller was
awarded the Grand Prix of the Montreal International Jazz Festival. His bands include musicians of
international acclaim, including band-leader Christine Jensen, drummers Matt Wilson & Brian Blade;
and guitarist Kurt Rosenwinkel (Mandala, Effendi
2005) and pianist Geoffrey Keezer ( Swim, Origin
Records, 2012). Swim won a Juno for Best Contemporary Jazz Album and was named Jazz Album
of the Year by La Presse and The Ottawa Citizen.
His project, Dream Cassette, won an East Coast
Music Award in 2016.

MUSIC

Can provide residency in:
English / French
Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes
Space/material requirements:
Room with music equipment and
instruments
Updated: October 2020
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KATHRINE MOLLER
Katherine Moller combines the Scottish Highlands,
the lush greens of Ireland, and the majesty of the
St. John River Valley. Performing classical, baroque, and fiddle, Katherine merges these influences in original Celtic compositions. With rising
popularity and multiple awards and nominations,
she truly is the master of four strings and a bow.
Katherine is an active educator in the Fredericton
area. As well as running her own private studio, she
runs successful string programs at several local
schools.

Harvey
Phone: (506) 440-3123
Email: katherine@katherinemoller.ca
Website: www.katherinemoller.ca

/katherinemollermusic
@katherinemoller
@katherinemollermusic
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-West
Preferred Grade Level(s):
K-12
Can provide residency in:
English / French
Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes

Residency Project
My past school programs have all been taking students who know nothing about music and teach
them how to play their first few piece on the violin.
We work on technique, note reading, and making
great music.
I have developed programs to explore the use of
math in music for elementary school levels exploring note values, patterns, and fractions (only included in the grade 5 program). We also enjoy writing
songs together, focusing both on poetry and math.

Teaching Experience
I have been instructing the Leo Hayes High School
and Nashwaaksis Middle School string ensembles
since 2015, I ran my own fiddle camp for several
years, and have been running a string program at
Park Street Elementary School for 9 years.

MUSIC

CONTACT

Space/material requirements:
N/A

Updated: August 2021
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STACEY READ
WHITTLETON

Sackville
Phone: (506) 224-0411
Email: staceyread@gmail.com
Website: www.nboldtimefiddle.com

My work is centered in small to medium group sizes
and culminates with a performance or show where
the students can share their skills and be inspired
by others. Fiddle at all ages is about community
and once a child learns the beginning steps, they
are joining a large and supportive network that will
become a source of joy for years to come.

A consummate educator, she teaches over 45 students from her studio in Sackville, New Brunswick.
Stacey created The New Brunswick Old Time Fiddle Co. to encourage and encompass her students
and their projects; from tours to dances, workshops
and recordings.

Teaching Experience

/nboldtimefiddle

Residency Project

N/A

The residency work I do is centered on developing
a musical identity for each student, while teaching
skills and measured learning process that comes
with fiddle. At the end of the residency, they see
their transition to a musician and they can see and
know on a deep level the path from practice to
achievement in a measurable way. This is an extreme confidence builder for children. They understand that fiddle is complicated, but when broken
down in small ways it is possible to learn and to
excel. I never dismiss the amount of work it requires, but still children gravitate towards the instrument; loved the world over. Its a joyful genre of music centered in Canadiana, Old Time, Celtic and
Acadian roots here in New Brunswick. I introduce
all styles as well as the history and lore of the instrument.

N/A
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-East
Preferred Grade Level(s):
K-8
Can provide residency in:
English
Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes
Space/material requirements:
Varies for each program offered

I began travelling to the Northwest Territories to
work in remote communities in 2014. Students from
K-12 participate in all day fiddle programs, offered
in their respective communities during class time as
enrichment. Groups range from 2 participants to 15
participants. I have also taught fiddle camps, master classes and school programs all across Canada, to various levels of players. My private studio in
Sackville sees many students for one on one lessons over the course of the year, as well as small
dance and fiddle groups.

MUSIC

CONTACT

A strong voice in the preservation of Old Time Canadian and Down East Fiddling, Stacey has performed for over 30 years; her first recitals at the
tender age 4. A graduate of the prestigious Berklee
College of Music in Boston, she is a recognized
national competitor having placed in the Top 5 at
The Canadian Grand Masters Fiddle Championships in past years.

Updated: October 2021
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JACLYN REINHART

Saint John
Phone: N/A
Email: jaclynreinhart@gmail.com
Website: www.jaclynreinhart.ca

/JaclynReinhartMusic
@jaclynreinhart
@jaclynreinhartmusic
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-South
Preferred Grade Level(s):
6-8
Can provide residency in:
English
Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes
Space/material requirements:
Stage / teaching room (basic classroom
size)
Updated: November 2022

Residency Project
This residency is to give the opportunity to students
to understand and experience of the processes of
creativity that I use my professional music career. I
will be guiding the students through writing a song
to express specific emotions, stage presence and
performing coaching, teaching them some basic
guitar in order to be able to accompany themselves
and each other as well as demonstrate and explore
some basic recording equipment and it’s uses for
their created works. I also will be offering coffee
house with performances by myself and student
works that were created. This will include performance coaching to participants during rehearsals
and helping them identify how to create moments
for their audience. During this segment I will also be
demonstrating the organizational side of marketing
and the importance of PSA’s in order to draw an
audience. In addition to the select group I will also
provide a grade level performances and talks with
the remainder of the students at the school. My

MUSIC

CONTACT

goal is to inspire the students that have a passion
for this career and help to lift the vail on what it
takes to step onto a stage. I will demonstrate my
Jaclyn Reinhart isn't afraid to wear her heart on her skills as a performer and talk of the life and busisleeve writing and performing songs that draw from ness of being a professional singer/songwriter in
real life experiences. This insightfully funny and
the maritimes.
charming singer- songwriter living in Saint John,
New Brunswick performs a balance of a pop/rock
Teaching Experience
style.
My experience with teaching students ranges from
To date she has released a full length album, AdElementary to Highschool. I have given many songventures which was nominated for Solo Recording writing /guitar workshops in Fredericton at schools
of the Year for a Music NB Award in 2016 and a
such as Barkers Point Elementary, Keswick Valley
five-song EP, Favorite Mistakes and has shared the Memorial, Oromocto Highschool, George Street
stage with acts such as Ria Mae, I Mother Earth,
Middle School. I have also been a public speaker
the Standstills, Joel Plaskett and Slow Coaster; has for Girl Guides, youth groups and also taught priperformed at festivals such as, Harvest Jazz and
vate guitar lessons.
Blues (Fredericton NB) and has performed around
the maritimes to Toronto.
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DILLON RYAN
Dillon Ryan is a Miramichi/Moncton based Singer/
Songwriter/Multi-Instrumentalist & Producer. Ryan
and his project “The Dream Romantic” are a 3 time
Nominee/Winner at the Music New Brunswick
Awards for “Solo Album of the year”, “Emerging
Artist Of TheYear” & “Rock Artist Of The Year”. As
well as playing over 400 shows in Canada.

Miramichi
Phone: (506) 773-4220
Email: dillon.ryan@hotmail.com
Website: N/A

/dillonryanmusic
@dillonryanmusic
@dillonryanmusic
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-North
Preferred Grade Level(s):
K-12
Can provide residency in:
English

Ryan has been working closely with Halifax based
Producer John Mullane from Juno Nominated band
“In-Flight Safety”. Ryan also works with younger
musicians in his hometown of Miramichi, offering
Music lessons teaching Guitar, Bass, Drums & Piano.

Residency Project
I think the idea of having a working musician/
songwriter coming into the Music Programs can
offer a lot more than just what’s on the surface of
these programs. After spending 2 years working
with an experienced producer who has written and
composed music which has been featured in such
high profile shows as “The Office”, “Vampire Diaries”, “Degrassi” and countless. I’ve really gotten a
crash course in Song Composition / Design Production. I think this is something that’s been lacking
in school-based Music classes that I think I could
really contribute to the development of.

MUSIC

CONTACT

private one on one classes of either Guitar, Bass,
Drums, Piano etc.

Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes

Teaching Experience

Space/material requirements:
N/A

Since 2014 I have taught yearly classes (both private & class-based) within the Miramichi area.
Group classes teaching Guitar 101. Also offering

Updated: October 2021
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JILLIAN WONG
Jill Wong — Musician — Member of two local
bands “Womb to Tomb” and “Dumpster Cub”. I consider myself a folk/alternative/electronic artist.
Roles in bands include vocals/guitar/ukulele/ percussion/synthesizer/songwriter.

Residency Project
Song writing residency project with students.

CONTACT
Grand Bay-Westfield
Phone: (506) 333-2649
Email: jillwong13@gmail.com
Website: https://wombtotomb.bandcamp.com/
releases

Teaching Experience
2 years experience as a mentor for Fredericton
Girls rock camp. Have lead children’s song writing
workshops at local music festival called “Quality
Block Party” 2 years in a row.

/wombtotombmusic /dumpstercub
N/A
@womb2tomb_music @__dumpstercub__
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-South,
Preferred Grade Level(s):
K-5

MUSIC

Can provide residency in:
English
Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes
Space/material requirements:
Classroom space / my instruments
Updated: November 2019
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CONTACT
Fredericton
Phone: (506) 457-1975
Email: calithumpians@gmail.com
Website: www.calithumpians.com

/Calithumpians
@Calithumpians
@Calithumpians
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-East / ASD-North / ASD-West
ASD-South / First Nations Community
Schools
Preferred Grade Level(s):
K-12
Can provide residency in:
English, French
Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes

Calithumpians, also known as Fredericton Outdoor
Summer Theatre, have performed in schools since
1979. We do all sorts of educational programs
throughout the school year. We have toured to
schools extensively in the past 5 years offering
shows on subjects integrally related to the curriculum. We have also offered theatre workshops to
countless schools and students in that time. Our
shows are professional and entertaining combining
music and humour in engaging educational theatrical experiences. We also offer workshops on a variety of themes and methods in theatre and drama
(plus poetry & storytelling ) that have been very well
received.

this for students of all ages and across the province. We often use poetry in our presentations and
are able to do workshops in poetry writing, appreciation and recitation. Our premier school residency
project is in devised theatre wherein we demonstrate our “collective creation” process and then
lead groups through the essential steps in creating
their own plays.

Teaching Experience

We have been performing in educational settings
for forty years and have shared our methodology in
this period. We like to combine performance of educational shows with our workshop process with
classes and drama clubs so that schools may
mount their own productions in our style and forResidency Project
mat. We have received rave reviews from teachers
and principals all over NB and our programs are a
We have completed projects in partnership with
sure hit with the students of all ages. We do workschools including promotional campaigns and envishops and programs of varying lengths and we are
ronmental projects using our patented collaborative
eager to travel and tour anywhere in the province to
process. Our “Young Environmental Stewshare our unique form of theatre.
ards” (YES) programs have been a huge hit with
schools around the province over the past five
years. We have celebrated all sorts of aspects of
Canadian history and literature and take great pride
in our programs designed to raise the profile of
province’s leadership role in Confederation. These
programs are devised to raise the pride of our target audiences. We specialize in a process we call
collective creation wherein participants in our workshops are engaged in the process of developing
their own scripts for plays. We use theatre exercises and drama games to engage students and then
we pivot to brainstorming themes and begin a process that includes research, improvisation, writing,
editing, rehearsal and performance. We have done

Space/material requirements:
Gymnasium or auditorium
Updated: October 2021
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THEATRE ARTS

CALITHUMPIANS

JOANNA DOAK

Teaching Experience

Joanna has taught groups small and large (from
two to several hundred) in schools, churches, and
Joanna Doak is the founder and artistic director of
Chameleon Jo Productions. Her goal is to empower camps across NB, Canada, and several countries
young people by developing their skills in the crea- over the last 25 years in both professional and voltive arts. Jo’s approach involves building communi- unteer settings. She works with children from prety among her actors that extends beyond the stage. school aged to university. She is comfortable in
formal and informal training situations.
For 25 years, Jo has trained, counselled, and educated children and young adults in a variety of professional and volunteer settings. Jo has performed
internationally on three continents and in two crossCanada tours.

Whites Cove
Phone: (506) 292-0057
Email: joannadoak@yahoo.com
Website: www.chameleonjoproductions.com

/ChameleonJoProductions/

Residency Project

N/A

A possible project would be to work with a class to
create a theatre production where the students
would be guided through process of creating a
show (coming up with the characters, the storyline,
set, script, and blocking) and would perform their
show. Multiple disciplines could be taught in this
way. Language skills, confidence, public speaking,
and community are some of the skills students
would improve on through the creation of a theatre
project. The subject of the production would follow
the course and offer opportunity for research and a
creative way to learn material from any course
(from physical education to science to music to language arts to social studies).

N/A
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-East / ASD-North / ASD-West
ASD-South / First Nations Community Schools
Preferred Grade Level(s):
K-12
Can provide residency in:
English
Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes

THEATRE ARTS

CONTACT

Joanna is currently an adjunct professor in Communication Arts (theatre) at Crandall University and
working on her doctorate (Acadia). She has a Masters of Divinity (Acadia) and a Bachelor of Arts in
English and Fine Arts (UNB).

Space/material requirements:
N/A
Updated: November 2019
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MATT HAMILTON-SNOW
Matt is an actor, stage manager and director with
the SJTC, Loyalist City Shakespeare and Fundy
Fringe Festival. Matt has worked with performers
and directors from all over Canada and specializes
in movement (choreography, stage fighting, interpretive movement) He is a keen student of Shakespeare and Elizabethan theatre as well as modern
and conceptual theatre.

Residency Project
Saint John
Phone: (506) 701-6174
Email: hamiltonmattsnow@gmail.com
Website: N/A

N/A

I hope to be able to bring a passion for Shakespeare to young students. Through paraphrasing
and workshopping Shakespearean plays, I would
intend to help students understand context and history of the themes of Shakespeare’s works to instill
a better understanding of his stories and his effects
on language today.

THEATRE ARTS

CONTACT

N/A
@matthamiltonsnow
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-South
Preferred Grade Level(s):
K-12

Teaching Experience
I have worked summer theatre camps as well as
worked on shows that include juvenile cast members in cluding: Wizard of Oz, The Miracle Worker,
Diary of Anne Frank

Can provide residency in:
English
Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes
Space/material requirements:
Rehearsal/performance venue.
Updated: November 2019
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DAVID HUNTER

Bathurst
Phone: (506) 987-4839
Email: davidhdmhunter@hotmail.co.uk
Website: tnb.nb.ca/education
David Thompson Hunter
@DavidHDMHunter
N/A
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-North
Preferred Grade Level(s):
K-12
Can provide residency in:
English
Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes

Residency Project
One of the biggest challenges facing young people
today is developing the skills needed for a fastchanging workplace. Where once people had the
same job for life, employers are now seeking individuals with creativity and problem-solving skills for
an ever-changing workplace. For example, when I
started working on this five years ago I was discussing ‘haptic engineering’ being a job of the future – now it’s common-place and every
PlayStation 5 controller uses haptic engineering to
allow players to ‘feel’ their games.

presentations. The ideas behind ‘Creativity for the
workplace’ are the same for all ages but the content
is will be modified to be appropriate for each age
range.

The outcomes of these workshops will allow students to use their natural inquisitiveness to think
outside the box and encourage the idea of life-long
learning in developing the skills they might need.

Teaching Experience
I started work for Eden Court Theatre in 2005 which
was the largest ‘Theatre in Education’ Department
in Scotland and over the past 15 years I delivered
curriculum-based drama activities in schools
throught out the Scottish Highlands. In addition to
this I taught the National 5 Drama Qualification at
Eden Court for the past four years – this is a nationally recognised qualification for the Scottish Qualifications Authority (SQA) usually taught in Schools
but as a number of schools in the Scottish Highlands are so small the students would come to the
theatre to learn the subject.

Space/material requirements:
A school hall or a class room that has been
cleared to allow safe movement when exploring ideas. Projector/screen to allow Macbook
presentations to be shown.
Updated: September 2021

The residency will consist of five-hour long workshops that will examine the skills needed for encouraging creativity – Imagination, Curiosity, OpenMindedness and problem solving. These workshops can be delivered to as many classes that can
fit within a school day. I will be using drama games
and techniques to encourage students to examine
these skills and have fun sharing them through final
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THEATRE ARTS

CONTACT

David has been working with theatre companies
and schools to deliver curriculum-based activities
using drama and film skills in Scotland for the past
20 years. He has enjoyed working with Eden Court
Theatre in Inverness, Scottish Opera and the
National Theatre of Scotland – where he was
awarded a Starter Artist commission for his
playwriting in 2018. During his time at Eden Court
Theatre he created a unique ‘Creativity in the
workplace’ workshops for all ages of school pupils.
David also taught the National Five Drama
Qualification between 2015 and 2019. He moved
to New Brunswick with his family in 2019.

MÉLANIE LEBLANC

Moncton
Phone: (506) 875-0149
Email: manieleblanc@hotmail.com
Website: tnb.nb.ca/education

Teaching Experience
Freelance Yoga Teacher, 2011-Present
Theatre and Musical Theatre teacher at The Capitol
Theatre Academy / Moncton, 2006-Present
Freelance Piano and Voice Teacher, 1997-Present

DIRECTING EXPERIENCE
Je veux avoir la paix, Director – École Le Mascaret / 2019

N/A

Ghost Light, Director – Capitol Theatre / 2018

N/A

Raconte-moi ton histoire Josette LeBlanc, Codirector / Anika Lirette – Expérience Grand-Pré /
2017 & 2018

N/A
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-East
Preferred Grade Level(s):
K-12
Can provide residency in:
English / French

Residency Project
Any artistic project that gives a voice to the children
of today and helps them express themselves.
These can include, playing and learning through
theatre or musical exercises all the way to writing a
play or musical and performing a full fledge production.

Women in Wartime, Co-director / Ivan Vaneck –
Cross Canada & European Tour / 2007-2017

THEATRE ARTS

CONTACT

Mélanie has played many well-loved characters,
such as Lady Macbeth, The Wicked Witch of the
West, Mary Poppins, Anne of Green Gables, Patsy
Cline and the pirate Ann Bonny. A bilingual performer and a fervent believer in local art, Mélanie is
a member of the Pays de la Sagouine theatre
troupe, and teaches at the Capitol Theatre Academy and in surrounding schools. For seven years,
she travelled as a solo entertainer to Vietnam, Japan, the Maldives and India, and has toured her
one-woman show Hommage aux femmes de la
guerre across Canada and France. Mélanie is also
a professional translator.

Voler parmi les corbeaux, Co-director / Justin
Gauvin – Casino JOA, France / 2011

Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes

Space/material requirements:
As needed per the project
Updated: October 2021
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SHARISSE LEBRUN
(THEATRE NB)

Fredericton
Phone: (506) 460-1381 ext 107
Email: tsinstructor@tnb.nb.ca
Website: tnb.nb.ca/education
/theatrenewbrunswick/
@theatreNB
@theatrenewbrunswick
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-East / ASD-South / ASD-North / ASDWest / First Nations Community Schools
Preferred Grade Level(s):
K-12
Can provide residency in:
English / French
Indigenous Artist: No

Residency Project
Our instructors have a wide variety of expertise,
and are able to offer workshops in dance, movement, voice, and acting, as well as many more specific aspects of performance such as improvisation,
stage combat, acting through song, playwriting, to
name a few. We also have experience in collective
creation, in which students are guided through the
process of creating their own performance from the
writing to production stages. Through specific workshops and collective creation, we can inspire and
equip students to bring to life stories that matter to
them. Collective creation can also easily be applied
across various curriculums.

THEATRE ARTS

CONTACT

Theatre New Brunswick Theatre School is dedicated to providing outstanding theatre training that
educates and awakens the imaginations of young
New Brunswickers. Founded in 1999, we offer
young theatre artists first-class training in acting,
singing, voice, and dance in a fun and supportive
environment.

Completed Policy 701: Yes
Space/material requirements:

Teaching Experience

Open classroom space or gymnasium.
Sound system preferred for dance and sound
system and keyboard for music.

All of our instructors are professional performance
artists and have experience teaching in studio and
in classrooms. Together, our instructors have experience teaching students ages 4 through to adulthood.

.
Updated: November 2022
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WALLY MACKINNON
Wally is an award-winning professional actor who
has been entertaining audiences for over 30 years
acting (and directing) in theatre, television and film
across Canada.

Residency Project

CONTACT

Teaching Experience

Fredericton
Phone: (506) 444-1983
Email: wallymac1@hotmail.com
Website: www.wallymackinnon.com

I have taught Acting for Film at UNB for 15 years. I
have also hosted dozens of workshops on acting
and auditioning for ACTRA, Equity, NB Film Co-op
and others. I directed TNB Young Company and
adjudicated many high-school productions.

N/A

THEATRE ARTS

Working with students to help them express themselves, build confidence and make meaningful connections using the art of acting, improv, and theatre
production.

N/A
N/A
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-West
Preferred Grade Level(s):
6-12
Can provide residency in:
English
Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes
Space/material requirements:
Classroom or theatre, scripts, printing,
props TDB.
Updated: October 2021
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KAREN TANNER

CONTACT

Residency Project

Riverview
Phone: (506) 871-8073
Email: tannerk232@gmail.com
Website: N/A

I would like to help a small school or a small group
of teachers learn how to use collaborative creation
as a teaching tool and a learning tool. Cross curricular, social voice as the theme, - ELA, Science,
Social Studies.

N/A
N/A
N/A
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-East / ASD-North
Preferred Grade Level(s):
K-12
Can provide residency in:
English / French

THEATRE ARTS

Karen is a career teacher and arts and culture educator with deep roots in the Professional theatre,
film and music communities. She has split he time
between teaching in Anglophone East in languages, culture and theatre arts while performing,
and working in the production areas of professional
theatre, film, television and music. Retired early
from her teaching career, Karen is building her second career squarely in the area of integrating arts
to literacy and higher-level thinking in schools and
in the community through public performance.

The product : a student created production either
for theatre or internet that uses the curriculum materials as the message for a school lead/ community supported public service message.

Teaching Experience
I have 32 years of teaching experience in the classroom. I have had a dual career as an theatre Artist
and a classroom teacher.

Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes
Space/material requirements:
Some designated spaces to meet. This will
depend on the project.
Updated: September 2022
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ADAM BARRY
I am a husband and father of three young boys and
I am a commercially and classically trained artist. I
obtained a BFA from Mount Allison University in
2005 as well as diplomas in classical animation,
computer animation and photography. I have works
exhibited in galleries in New Brunswick and have
sold paintings and drawings across Canada. I have
worked in many areas in the world of art from 2D
and 3D animation, tattooing, graphic design, teaching and photography.

Napan
Phone: (506) 251-3599
Email: adambarry@hotmail.com
Website: https://adambarry7.wixsite.com/
portfolio
/PhotographyABarry
N/A
N/A
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-North / First Nations Community
Schools
Preferred Grade Level(s):
K-12
Can provide residency in:
English

I taught at New Brunswick Community College
(NBCC). I first started in the Applied Arts programs
teaching figure drawing, animation, perspective
drawing and other classes. I followed this up inteaching communications to the students in the
trades. For two summers I taught at an animationcamp to student primary in grades 7 to 9. I have
also worked with NBCC as a tutor/mentor to students in the animation program. Other experience I
have in working with students include teaching a
program through Big Brother Big Sisters you young
at risk boys needing a male role model.

Residency Project
I would like to start off with a couple art classes
teaching the basics of drawing and painting, giving
the students a stronger foundation for future art
practices. The number of classes is dependent on
the amount of time I have with the students. While
working during our classes we will talk about public
art (focussing on murals) and discuss what we like
and don't like about them. Does art have to say
something or can you just create a pretty picture.

VISUAL ARTS

CONTACT

My preferred discipline is charcoal drawing and my
prefered subject matter is portraiture.

Teaching Experience

As a group I would like to lead them in creating a
mural or a large work that demands attention. It
may or may not have a message, it may be art for
art's sake, it all depends on what is going to inspire
the students at that moment in time. The subject of
the piece is unknown as I want a true collaboration
with the students.

Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes
Space/material requirements:
charcoal, canvas, paper (drawing boards,
easels or drawing tables) paints
Updated: September 2021
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CONTACT
Lower Coverdale
Phone: (506) 386-1310
Email: sbauckn604@rogers.com
Website: N/A

/bauckmanfinearts
N/A
N/A
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-East
Preferred Grade Level(s):
6-12
Can provide residency in:
English
Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes
Space/material requirements:
N/A

After introducing myself and showing some samples in a variety of graphics I have done, we would
I have been creating art as far back as my early
begin the project. I would work ahead of them and
childhood and it has been a defining element of my
coach them in a pencil layout and watercolour
life ever since. Canada's Maritime provinces surpainting of one of my thirteen "Kritter Kids" that I
round me with beautiful landscapes and seascapes
have created. I would first demonstrate each techwhich are a never-ending source of inspiration and
nique involved and they would follow step-by-step
are the cornerstone of my work.
until completion. It would well fill the allotted time
The style I'm best known for is high realism exfor this project.
pressed in watercolour. In addition to Maritime
If you wish to see the subject matter of this project,
landscapes and landmarks, I often paint, by replease visit my website at bauckmanfinearts.com
quest, pictures of people's homes, businesses, cusand under "Kritter Kids" look for an orangutan.
tomized cars, etc. I am often commissioned to do
charcoal portraits of people and even their pets.
Teaching Experience
Besides selling my original landscapes I regularly
sell framed reproductions of them. It has been my
25 years teaching art courses to groups of children
experience that an original painting will increase in (ages 6-9) & (10-12) — Freehand Drawing
value as it becomes more widely recognized
Teaching teens & adults. Two separate courses;
through its reproductions.
Freehand Drawing & Watercolour Painting
Living in the Maritime provinces provides an artist
Supply Teacher for School District 2 (from Sept.
with a constant source of esthetic inspiration. It is
simply a beautiful region of Canada in which to live, 1996 —Jun. 2001) — Often but not exclusively subbing for art teachers in the system
to vacation and indeed, to paint.

Residency Project

Guest Artist & lecturer at various venues ;

• Petitcodiac Regional School (circa 2001)
My life has been enriched by my choice from child• Moncton City Hall council chambers regarding
hood to pursue a life in the arts. I have followed that
Robert
Bateman Contest: Guest lecturer and teachpath through my teens and into adulthood both as a
er; demonstrating art techniques
university student and into my chosen lifelong career as an artist it has been truly fulfilling.
• BKM School of Business Technology — Owner
Beverly
McIntyre Guest lecturer in graphic arts
My goal in this "Artist in Residency" program would
be first and foremost to inspire the students to tap
into their "creative adrenalin" whenever possible. it
is how great paintings and great symphonies are
composed; it could be someday how cancer is
cured.

• MacKenzie College: Guest lecturer in Graphic
Arts

Updated: November 2021
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VISUAL ARTS

STEPHEN BAUCKMAN

CONTACT
Moncton
Phone: (506) 878-1115
Email: info@jaredbetts.com
Website: www.jaredbetts.com

/jaredbetts.art
@jaredbetts
@jaredbetts
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-East
Preferred Grade Level(s):
K-12
Can provide residency in:
English
Indigenous Artist: No

Jared Betts earned a BFA from NSCAD University
in 2010 and is a New Brunswick based neo abstract expressionist. He has exhibited in over 130
group and solo exhibitions in Canada, Paris, Tokyo,
New York, Germany, Costa Rica and Iceland. He
has exhibited at the National Gallery of Costa Rica,
the Beaverbrook Gallery and last year he exhibited
at the Tokyo Art Fair in Japan. Jared has taken part
in artist residencies in Iceland, New Brunswick, a
castle in Ireland, the U.S. Virgin Islands and Costa
Rica. Jared Betts is the recipient of eight ARTSNB
grants and currently works out of a studio in Moncton, New Brunswick. His work is included in numerous corporate and private collections in Canada,
Paris, California, China and Iceland.

Residency Project
7 days
3 artist talks
My Arts education
After university, artist residency experience

Teaching Experience
2017 MacNaughton High School residency – Moncton, New Brunswick, Canada
2017 INSPIRE 3 workshops —Moncton, New
Brunswick, Canada
2017 NBCCD Winter Leap course, 7 weeks, Fredericton, New Brunswick, Canada

2013 Aberdeen Cultural Centre, private classes,
Moncton, New Brunswick, Canada
2012 Beaverbrook Gallery, Fredericton, New
Brunswick, Canada
2012 Aberdeen Cultural Centre, private classes,
Moncton, New Brunswick, Canada
2012 Mckenzie College, Portfolio workshop Moncton, New Brunswick, Canada

2012 School District 2 Art enrichment program,
Moncton, New Brunswick, Canada
2011 Aberdeen Cultural Centre, private classes,
Moncton, New Brunswick, Canada

VISUAL ARTS

JARED BETTS

Mural practice and exhibiting in Tokyo.
For the rest of the classes I would go around giving
critiques on their current works and we could have
a group painting on the go. I could also give classes on abstract art and collage.
I could bring in some art that I am working on. That
way they can see me work with them.

Completed Policy 701: Yes
Space/material requirements:
N/A

Updated: August 2021
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DARREN BYERS
My education of wood began while working in my
father’s woodworking shop at the age of sixteen. I
was exposed to the wonders of working with raw
materials and transforming these fragments into a
functional piece of furniture. For the past thirty
years, I continue to learn the secrets that lie within
the grains of wood and search for the next piece of
living history to be used in my next sculpture.

Wards Creek
Phone: (506) 432-6256
Email: woodrelic@gmail.com
Website: www.byersstudios.com

N/A
N/A
N/A
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-South
Preferred Grade Level(s):
6-12
Can provide residency in:
English
Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes
Space/material requirements:
Classroom space is fine. Wood, Plaster,
Clay.

I have taught numerous carving workshops at
Hooper Studios in Hampton as well as teaching
sculpture during the sculpture symposium in Saint
John through the Saint John Arts Centre. I have
also been an instructor of sculpture for the portfolio
development program at the Arts Centre in Saint
John.

I enjoy discovering the unexpected in the expected,
asking questions and exploring new things that
challenge and excite me. I think of sculpture as a
puzzle, with its man pieces fitting together to create
the story I want to share. Are the hands clinched or
relaxed? Is the head tilted or held straight, slightly
upward? The ever-telling eyes or the curl of a lip, all
of these when put together create the whole piece
and the potential and relate that story to the viewer.

I am a visual problem solver who invites the challenges of working with various materials; this often
leads to new and exciting developments that keep
me learning as an artist. I continue to work on private and public commissions, enjoying the freedom
this life offers me to enjoy time with family and
friends, to help within my community, contemplate
life and react to what I feel passionate about.

VISUAL ARTS

CONTACT

Teaching Experience

Residency Project
I am interested in creating three dimensional sculptures as a collaborative effort. Working with the students on all aspects of the process from designing
a piece to fit into its surroundings through to installing the work. It is exciting to be a part of the
increase of skills that allows people to work in three
dimensions.

Updated: October 2021
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NAT CANN

Saint John
Phone: (506) 343-3821
Email: nathanacann@gmail.com
Website: www.nattcann.com
/natcannart
N/A
@nattcann
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-East / ASD-South / ASD-West
Preferred Grade Level(s):
K-12

Can provide residency in:
English
Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes
Space/material requirements:
See profile.

Teaching Experience
I currently instruct lessons in printmaking at the
Saint John Arts Centre and Sunbury Shores. The
more general workshops invite everyone from middle schoolers to seniors where we do an incalculable number of printmaking related things. On weekends I teach copper plater etching as part of the
portfolio development program, a yearlong platform
intended to help develop a portfolio for students
prospecting their artists careers, secondary education, or graphic design. Starting this fall I’ll also be
teaching silkscreen classes for teens as well as lino
cut with a Philippine cultural outreach program. I’ve
also had the pleasure of instructing special needs
students through L’Arche, Saint John, in nearly
everything I’ve mentioned above.

Residency Project
In previous residencies, I’ve instructed mini workshops to over eighty anglo/francophone students K12 in monotype printmaking where in students
would draw their own dark-field monotypes, degastypes, and watercolor monotypes using sanded
plexiglass plates, a rolling pin, soy based intaglio
ink, and basic computer paper, old magazines, and
other scraps. These lessons did not require an
etching press and could basically be setup anywhere so long as there was enough room and a
place for clean-up. For copper etching and relief
cutting, we would need a press for efficiency and
there are multiple located throughout NB as stated
above. For safety reasons, relief or reduction printing would substitute wood/linoleum for Styrofoam
insulation – this could also be reconstituted outside
a print studio environment with some fine tuning, if
interested.

Space/material requirements:
Print studio: multiple locations and organizations
throughout NB with accessibility. Saint John has
The Saint John Arts Centre; Moncton has Imago
and St Andrews proudly boasts Sunbury Shores.
That said, I’ve taught impromptu workshops while
on residency without the requirements of a print
studio. For such workshops we’d simply need lots
of space to get messy, a way to hang prints and
non-latex gloves, simple green cleaner, and paper.
Everything else (ink, tools, water basins) would be
provided by myself.

VISUAL ARTS

CONTACT

Nat Cann (he/him) is a Canadian artist, a graduate
of Mount Allison University, and New Brunswick
provincial winner of the 2012 BMO Art 1st Prize.
Nat has enjoyed exhibiting work across Canada in
public galleries, artist-run centers, and workshops
dabbling in assemblage, experimental printmaking
and critical inspections of heritage. Such ideas
have been explored from coast to coast via residencies and workshops in lands both fantastic and
remote. Nat now resides in Saint John, New Brunswick, on the traditional lands of the Wolastoqiyik
and Mi'kmaq Peoples where he currently instructs
workshops in printmaking at the Saint John Arts
Centre.

Updated: October 2021
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SHERYL CROWLEY

Saint John
Phone: (506) 333-9091
Email: sheryl@fracturedartmosaics.net
Website: www.fracturedartmosaics.net

/fracturedartmosaics/
N/A
@fracturedartmosaics
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-South
Preferred Grade Level(s):
K-12
Can provide residency in:
English / French (limited)
Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes
Space/material requirements:
Art room area or other dedicated room where
materials and works in progress can be laid
out, sink.
Updated: September 2021

Sheryl is a Juried Member of CraftNB, and a
Professional Member of both Canadian Artists
Representation Le Front Des Artistes Canadiens
(CARFAC) and ArtsLinkNB.

Teaching Experience
Sheryl has both a Bachelor of Music and a Bachelor of Education from Mount Allison University. She
taught for 9 years in the public school system as a
music specialist and as a grade 3 classroom teacher. Adult’s and children’s mosaic classes have been
given by Sheryl through the University of NB Extended Learning, the Saint John Arts Centre, the
Saint John Multicultural and Newcomers Resource
Centre and the ARTrageous Festival at Kingsbrae
Gardens. She has worked collaboratively with children in K-12 in multiple School Residencies both in
the Anglophone and Francophone South Education
Regions.

Residency Project
Translating Children’s Drawings Into Large
Scale Mosaic Murals For Installation In The
Schools

VISUAL ARTS

CONTACT

Sheryl Crowley was always a kid who lived inside
her imagination. She had the great fortune to grow
up among a close community of artists and craftspeople. Their examples of openness, compassion
and exploration became key influences that later
contributed to her artistic outpouring; expressions
of her inner life connected to an artist’s interpretation of the tangible and complex world around her.
She has had multiple solo and group exhibitions
and her mural installations grace the YMCA of
Greater Saint John and the Imperial Theatre and
the Jubilee Cruise Terminal, both of Saint John.

Children’s drawings have such joy and carefree
whimsy that are lovely to capture in a permanent
piece that all students can enjoy. The theme of the
drawings can tie into current themes explored in
other curriculum such as friendship, welcoming new
children into the community, empathy, joy, imagination, dreams or what holds the greatest importance
to them. The students are involved in every step of
the project from brainstorming ideas – to design –
to creating the art piece with the designated materials. You may see past projects I have done with
children on my website at https://
www.fracturedartmosaics.net/outreach
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JOËL CULLIGAN

This class is design for children or beginners, all
the way to seasoned photographers and can be
tailored to any learning level. Instruction and conJoël Culligan is a photographer and mixed media
struction for children focuses on the conartist from Moncton NB. Formally trained at NBCCD cepts ,principals and history, while advanced stuin Fredericton he graduated in 2003 with a certifidents are taught the science and mathematics incate in Photography and Visual Arts. Joël began
volved in making a camera. Students will use forexhibiting professionally since graduation and has
mula to take the highest quality image possible and
produced several exhibitions every year since. His develop a metering system for future photography.
chosen mediums are diverse and experimental they Advanced students also mix chemistry and handle
range from photography, mixed media graffiti paint- developing of their own images, where younger
ing, performance art, public digital installations on
students are guided through the process and get to
buildings and artistic experiences.
watch the images develop.

Dieppe
Phone: (506) 850-8919
Email: urbanstyleart@gmail.com
Website: N/A

/urbanstyleart
N/A
@urbanstyleart

practices with art education and community engagement through residency and community projects.

Residency Project

Preferred School District(s):
ASD-East / ASD-North / ASD-West
ASD-South / First Nations Community Schools

This class brings history of photography to life, in a
hands on experience that brings together art, and
science into a interactive forum.

Preferred Grade Level(s):
K-12

Students in this class will learn the basic concepts
of photography and the camera, by discovering
how to make a camera obscures and pinhole cameras. Students will load cameras with light sensitive
photographic paper, compose and take a photo.
Students will then process the exposed paper in the
darkroom and experience an image reveal it self in
front of there eyes as a negative. Finally they will
scan and create a positive image they can then
email and share.

Can provide residency in:
English / French
Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes
Space/material requirements:
None specified

VISUAL ARTS

CONTACT

Since 2007 Joël has also been an educator and
Teaching Experience
mentor in photography, visual arts, and mixed multi
media. Since 2011 he has been a full time instruc- - Photography Instructor Ican Photography / Ivans
Camera Moncton NB 2007- 2011
tor at Mckenzie College in Moncton N.B. and has
helped countless students move forward artistically. - Visual Arts , Photography, Digital Media, InstrucJoël’s plan for the future is to further blend his artist tor Mckenzie College Moncton NB 2011 - Present.

Updated: October 2022
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CURTIS DIONNE

Riverview
Phone: (506) 386-1132
Email: glass.roots@live.ca
Website: www.glassrootscanada.ca

/cdglassrootsinc
N/A
@glassrootsnb
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-East
Preferred Grade Level(s):
9-12
Can provide residency in:
English
Indigenous Artist: No

Residency Project
The plan is to successfully execute and merge the
worlds of art and science. The students will experience a glassblowing demonstration, in which they
will be able to visualize the possibilities within this
project. They will then participate in a brainstorming
session where the creative process will be emphasized, to create a cohesive design that I will then
execute in blown glass.

VISUAL ARTS

CONTACT

Curtis Dionne was trained by master glass blower
Daniel Vargas in Maple Ridge, British Colombia.
Later settling in, and bringing his craft to New
Brunswick, where his company Glass Roots was
established in 2008, in New Horton NB. His focus
on creating in the most sustainable way, using a
completely wood fired furnace, makes his glasswork unique to North America. By using locally
sourced materials and alternative carbon neutral
fuel, Curtis Dionne and his Glass Roots team carry
on the tradition of glass blowing for their families
and for their province in the most efficient and Eco
friendly sustainable way.

Teaching Experience
In addition to teaching and collaborating with many
glassblowing apprentices over the years, I also
have experience teaching glassblowing lessons at
my studio in New Horton, NB.

Completed Policy 701: Yes
Space/material requirements:
Hot shop/studio, furnace, kiln, wood/fuel, silica
sand, blow pipe(s), sculpting tools
Updated: October 2020
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ELIZABETH DONNELLYNELSON
Bachelor of Fine Arts, Bachelor of Art Education,
and Masters of Art Education from Nova Scotia
College of Art and Design University
I specialize in a variety of mediums including printmaking, paints, drawing and clay.
I have had shows in Halifax and Shelburne Nova
Scotia as well as Saint John, NB.

Residency Project
CONTACT
Grand Bay-Westfield
Phone: (506) 653-1446
Email: edonnellynelson@gmail.com
Website: N/A

I have done several projects that focus on Indigenous themes using clay as the medium. These include Inuksuk, masks, totems, pottery and beads.
I have also used clay to focus on literature, Biomes
as well as the variety of life.

N/A

Teaching Experience

N/A

I taught Visual Arts (K-12) for 31 years, retiring from
Saint John High School in 2010.

Preferred School District(s):
ASD-South
Preferred Grade Level(s):
K-12
Can provide residency in:
English
Indigenous Artist: No

I implemented The International Baccalaureate Visual arts Program at Saint John High School.
Taught Art Education at UNB Fredericton.
Offered ArtSmart and Artist in Residency programs
at River Valley Middle School, Centennial School
And Beaconsfield Middle School.

Completed Policy 701: Yes

Was a member of the NB Curriculum Visual Arts
Curriculum Advisory Committee.

Space/material requirements:
N/A

Continue to offer artists workshops for adults and
children.

Updated: October 2021

VISUAL ARTS
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CONTACT
Dorchester
Phone: (506) 878-3473
Email: nicole.dube@nb.aibn.com
Website: N/A
/MotherMuin
N/A
N/A
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-East
Preferred Grade Level(s):
K-5
Can provide residency in:
English
Indigenous Artist: Yes
Completed Policy 701: No
Space/material requirements:
None specified

Updated: November 2019

Nicole Dube works for Mi’kmaq Child and Families
Services as a Cultural Coordinator in her home
community of Fort Folly First Nations. She is a
proud Community Member of Fort Folly First Nations, sharing her knowledge as an educational culture mentor in a variety of roles while also raising
two proud Mi’kmaq children who are sure to continue her mission of acceptance, connection, diversity
celebration, and active participation towards Truth
and Reconciliation. She has formed a strong partnership with the Anglophone East School District
First Nations coalition and is committed to ongoing
involvement in several school-wide and classroomspecific projects, while also leading cultural nights
to explore and connect with traditional practices
and teachings. Nicole is a passionate advocate for
First Nations cultural presence and intentional representation in the school system and larger community, facilitating workshops such as the Blanket
Exercise, quill work activities, basket making lessons, beading sessions, drum making, medicine
walks, dream catcher explorations, talking piece
and sharing circle discussions, smudge ceremonies, and regalia creation. In partnering with supportive organizations (ex: Mount Allison University’s
Owens Art Gallery, EOS Eco-Energy, Iris Community Counselling, etc.), her modeled message of
First Nations celebration and belonging continues
to be heard through the echoes of her work. With a
focus on raising environmental awareness and living with respect for nature, Nicole’s work is driven
by her message of healing the earth through fostering education about the connection between people
and the planet. As the founder of Mother Muin Artistry, Nicole has also launched her own business as
another medium to celebrate her Mi’kmaq culture
and to share its beauty and art. With her foundational studies at both the University of Lethbridge

Residency Project
Traditional teachings of the Drum – teach how to
prepare the hide, importance of the Drum to
Mi’kmaq Culture, Drum teachings, How to make a
drum, use the drum to learn the Mi’kmaq Honor
Song, do traditional hieroglyphic art on the drum,
hieroglyphic teachings, sing the song, play the
drums, etc.

Teaching Experience
I have been in several schools in Anglophone East
teaching about my culture, my arts and my crafts.
This teaching in schools has ranged from grade K
to 8 with groups from 3 children to 120 children.

VISUAL ARTS

NICOLE DUBE

and the Nursing Community College of Lethbridge,
she is now continuing her educational pursuits
through language study programs and by connecting to the larger First Nations community.
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DARREN EMENAU
Living on the St. John River, Darren Emenau uses
materials from the local landscape to create his
forms and glazes. His dedication to exploration and
experimentation has awarded him with consistent
recognition for his art practice and professional
achievements over the past 20 years, with numerous international publications and exhibitions.

Saint John
Phone: (506) 608-5955
Email: mnoclay@gmail.com
Website: www.mnoclay.com

/mnoclay
N/A
@darren_emenau
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-South
Preferred Grade Level(s):
K-12
Can provide residency in:
English
Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: No
Space/material requirements:
N/A

I have been teaching people of all ages since 1997.
As a professional ceramic artist, I have taught in
schools as an artist in residence from Grades K –
12, I have been a workshop instructor at the Boys
and Girls Club – Saint John, I have taught for
Teens in Transition, the Saint John Arts Centre,
Over the last few years, Emenau’s work was shown Sunbury Shores Arts and Nature Centre, and for
at the Ceramic Education Conference (NCECA) in the Horrance Mann School in the Bronx. Additionally, I was an instructor at the New Brunwick College
Portland, OR, USA, and at Wanted Design,
Manhattan, NY. USA. There were also 2 large solo of Craft and Design for several years and at the
exhibitions at the Saskatchewan Craft Council, The Charlotte Street Arts Centre.
University of Maine Museum of Art, Bangor, Maine,
USA, The Beaverbrook Art Gallery, Fredericton,
NB, and most recently, Jones Gallery in his home
city.

Residency Project
Students will have the opportunity to learn about
ceramic arts through hands-on exploration and Mr.
Emenau’s interactive teaching approach. Students
will learn how to sculpt and form clay using different
sculpting techniques and tools, all while planning
their final piece(s) through drawing, writing, and
speaking about their work. Each student will be
given the freedom to express themselves while
planning and creating three works; a personalized
tile, a hanging planter, and a pinch pot. Students
will also learn how to collect and use local clays for
a better appreciation of their local surroundings.

VISUAL ARTS

CONTACT

Teaching Experience

In addition, an introduction to the history of ceramic
arts will be incorporated into the project, with an
emphasis placed on self-expression of culture and
community. Included in the project will be a closeup look of what working as a potter looks like in
2022.

Updated: September 2021
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ADRIENNE ELFNER-HAZEN
Adrienne Graduated from the University of Calgary
in 1987 with a degree in Fine Arts and moved to
Bathurst, N.B. In 1991. She became a founding
member of the Bathurst Art Society and served as
President for 11 years. She has taught art in
Bathurst since 1989, privately, in the school system
and with UNB. Adrienne teaches all mediums of
visual art as in water colours, acrylic, oil, collage
and children’s art in art camps and classes at the
Bay Breeze Art Gallery.

Bathurst
Phone: (506) 548-2160
Email: aelfner@rogers.com
Website: N/A

/adrienne.elfnerhazen / /baybreeze.16
N/A

Residency Project
I prefer to teach art projects that have a positive
outcome in an age related program. Those could
be exploring techniques in water colour or acrylics
with some basic colour, composition and perspective theory to name a few.
Those might include painting landscapes, still life,
or drawing based on line, shading, balance and the
use of values which is extremely important in all art
development.

VISUAL ARTS

CONTACT

N/A
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-North / First Nations Community Schools
Preferred Grade Level(s):
K-12
Can provide residency in:
English
Indigenous Artist: No

Teaching Experience
Adrienne has consistently taught art since 1989
with children, young adults, adults and seniors in
the mediums of watercolours, acrylics, oils, collage
and special studies of the masters such as Monet,
Van Gogh, Klimt, O’Keefe and Kahlo in 10 week
courses Fall, Winter and Spring at the Bay Breeze
Art Gallery and gives two Children’s Art Camps of 1
week duration every July.

Completed Policy 701: Yes
Space/material requirements:
Art supplies determined by the project

Updated: August 2021
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BUFFIE GIDEON LEE
Hi, I am Buffie Gideon Lee. I am a Mi’Kmaw of the
Gesgapegiag band, living on unceded lands in
Saint John, NB. I have been the owner of Maritime
Weavers studio since 2012, creating functional
works of art, such as stools and chairs, that use
traditional Mi’Kmaq fibre weaving techniques combined with fine woodcraft.

Residency Project

Saint John
Phone: (506) 651-8191
Email: maritimeweavers@gmail.com
Website: maritimeweavers.net

N/A
N/A

Tired of hearing that what I do is a “dying art”, and
fully knowledgeable that there is no one else in
New Brunswick doing what I do as an artist, I look
forward to engaging students of all ages in learning
about the different type of fibres I use, the different
weaves and patterns that they can be used to create, how to source the best wood for each item,
how to stain or paint, and then culminate with the
students creating their own footstool using traditional weaving techniques.

VISUAL ARTS

CONTACT

N/A
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-South
Preferred Grade Level(s):
K-12
Can provide residency in:
English
Indigenous Artist: Yes
Completed Policy 701: Yes

Teaching Experience
A certified New Brunswick Level V teacher, I have
been teaching professionally since 2015, currently
teaching Art at a middle school part-time. I have
worked extensively with middle and high school
aged students, but also spent two years as a Scout
leader for K-5 students, as well as having been a
counselor when I was a Scout myself.

Space/material requirements:
Wood and fibre

Updated: September 2022
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ANDREW GIFFIN
Andrew was born in Saint John, New Brunswick in
1960. He left the Maritimes in 1981 to study art at
the University of Manitoba. Since 1987, he has
maintained his own studio, initially in Winnipeg until
2005 and most recently in Roachville, NB.

Roachville
Phone: (506) 434-1172
Email: andrew@giffinartworks.ca
Website: www.giffinartworks.com

N/A
N/A
N/A
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-East / ASD-South
Preferred Grade Level(s):
9-12

Can provide residency in:
English
Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes
Space/material requirements:
Classroom, paint brushes, canvas and
stretchers

Giffin Artworks features Andrew's creativity in commercial ventures: he builds large-scale sculptural
landscapes and waterfalls from concrete, or produces artwork for the film industry, as well as specialty finishes for homes and businesses

Residency Project
Creating a large painting in multiple panels that allows for all of the students to be engaged in the
process allowing for collaboration. The students
learn how to cooperate to create an art piece that is
uniform even though it has had many hands in the
process.

VISUAL ARTS

CONTACT

Andrew's work has been featured in The Fly Fish
Journal, the Atlantic Salmon Federation Journal, Style Manitoba, the Winnipeg Free
Press, Uptown Magazine, the New Brunswick
Reader and Salon. His paintings are in private and
corporate collections across Canada and the United States, Australia and Europe.

Teaching Experience
I have taught privately in my studio for a number of
years and have also had the opportunity to do an
ArtSmart project at Sussex Elementary School that
included every student in the school. I did a residency in Salisbury at the high school in 2017.

Updated: August 2021
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MAGGIE HIGGINS
Maggie Higgins is a multimedia artist based in Saint
John, New Brunswick. She is a professional visual
artist and educator with a Bachelor of Fine Arts
from Mount Allison University (2014) and Bachelor
of Education from the University of New Brunswick
(2016). Currently, Higgins serves as a Foundation
Visual Arts Instructor with the New Brunswick College of Craft & Design. Higgins has been honoured
with such recognitions as the Fred Ross Scholarship, a Faces of Fusion Arts & Culture Award Nomination, Saint John Professional Visual Artist Fund
Award, and The Originals Emerging Artist Award.

Teaching Experience
I hold a BFA from Mount Allison University and a
BEd with specialties in secondary Fine Art and Humanities. I have taught ages preschool to postsecondary in both public and private institutions and
arts organizations. I have also worked in arts education administration as Education Coordinator with
the Saint John Arts Centre. Most recently I have
instructed with the New Brunswick College in Art
and Design’s Foundation Visual Arts Program in
the Drawing and Art History Departments.

CONTACT

/maggiehigginsart
N/A
@maggiehiggins_art
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-South
Preferred Grade Level(s):
K-12
Can provide residency in:
English

Residency Project
I look forward to creating collaborative, community
centred projects that teach youth skills in painting,
drawing, and design. The projects are geared toward furthering cultural and historical understanding of creativity and expression. I like to work with
teachers and learners to understand the specific
dynamics of the school and classroom and create
projects that are accessible and student-driven. I
believe in allowing space for exploration, experimentation. Projects begin with a central thesis and
give students the room to work individually before
coming together to unify their work into a final exhibition.

VISUAL ARTS

Saint John
Phone: (506) 608-7504
Email: info@maggiehiggins.com
Website: www.maggiehiggins.com

Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes
Space/material requirements:
Classroom or virtual (zoom) sessions
Updated: October 2021
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Bonny Hill is a contemporary artist who was selected for the 2017 emerging artists’ series, “Studio
Watch” at the Beaverbrook Art Gallery for her series, “I Don’t Know Anything About Art. I Just Want
Something Nice to Hang Over My Sofa to Match
My Living Room”.
Bonny completed a Bachelor of Arts in Art Education at Nova Scotia College of Art and Design in
1984 and has taught visual arts in public schools
for 30 years.

CONTACT
Sussex
Phone: (506) 433-8289 / (506) 567-3396
Email: hillbonny1@gmail.com
Website: www.bonnyhillart.com

N/A
N/A
N/A
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-East / ASD-South / ASD-West
Preferred Grade Level(s):
K-12

Can provide residency in:
English
Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes
Space/material requirements:
N/A
Updated: August 2021

Bonny has also been active in theatre: directing
spring musicals, building and designing sets, teaching choreography, and performing.

Residency Project
Two of the most ambitious student projects I have
done address the question, “How do we illustrate,
in a tangible way, the power of the individual to effect change?”
“The Great Big Water Bottle Project” was a crosscurricular, project-based, 21st century learning unit
involving most of the 900 students at Sussex Regional High School. Students began by collecting
thousands of plastic water bottles which they assembled as a massive art piece installed on the
side of the Sussex Transfer Station. Visual arts students painted the inside of each of the 7400 bottles
in the appropriate colours and which they then installed horizontally into a huge rectangular ‘bitmap’
of the image and framed with a wooden structure.
Many teachers of other subjects made crosscurricular connections and the final piece received
the grand prize of $5000 awarded by ArtsSmarts
and Heritage Canada in the first annual Youth Creativity Challenge. As a result of the project, single
use plastic water bottle sales have declined rapidly,

In 2020, Sussex Elementary School received a
grant through the NB Multicultural Association and
NBEECD to create a mural promoting diversity and
inclusion. I designed the mural in such a way that
each student in the school was able to work on
painting a piece in their classroom bubbles setting,
not knowing what the final image was until the official unveiling.
Details can be viewed at “Students at Sussex Elementary School promote diversity with new mural” (CBC).

Teaching Experience
31 years teaching visual arts and theatre arts at
high school and middle school level
Canadian Art Educator of the Year 2011
Member of the NB Curriculum Advisory Committee
from 1999

VISUAL ARTS

BONNY HILL

use of reusable bottles has increased, and filling
stations have been purchased by our student leadership team.

ArtSmarts Youth Creativity Challenge 2013 National Winner
NBTA Credit Union Award for Excellence in Teaching, 2018
Amos Tucker Award for Excellence in Teaching
sponsored by Frank McKenna, 2018

ArtsNB Creation grants: 2007, 2010, 2019
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ALLIE HOWE
My name is Allie Howe, I lived in Miramichi most of
my life except for the 5 years I spent in Vancouver
BC. I have been sketching and drawing from a very
young age, and always enjoyed being inspired by
everything around me. I enjoy creating a lot of 3D
illusions that I incorporate in most of my murals. I
have always had the dream of painting on a large
scale, my first was in 2017. Even though I still paint
regular paintings the large murals are what I like
most.

Residency Project
Miramichi
Phone: (506) 251-2789
Email: allie.howe@ymail.com
Website: www.alliehowe.ca

I would like to paint the inside of the gym, from wall
to wall.I would design scale and explain the process broken down in a way for all to understand. I
would work with the students to give them an understanding from start to finish.

/alliehowe.ca

Teaching Experience

N/A

I have taught Math, Science and Blueprint at CCNB
Dieppe for 16 weeks.

@allies_paintings

VISUAL ARTS

CONTACT

Preferred School District(s):
ASD-North
Preferred Grade Level(s):
K-12
Can provide residency in:
English
Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes
Space/material requirements:
Painting material and supplies
Updated: October 2021
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DARCY HUNTER
Darcy Hunter is a quilt artist residing in Fredericton.
She creates original art landscapes with fabric and
stitch, using her sewing machine as her paint
brush. Her representational fibre art works are inspired by her love of the natural world and evoke
the colour, movement, and sense of place of her
surroundings. Her work can be found in many private collections all over North America.

Fredericton
Phone: (506) 471-7895
Email: darcyhunterart@yahoo.com
Website: www.darcyhunterart.com

/DarcyHunterArt
N/A
@darcyhunter.art
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-West
Preferred Grade Level(s):
K-5
Can provide residency in:
English
Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes

I am currently a supply teacher for the Anglophone
West School District in the Fredericton and surrounding area. I have also taught numerous workshops to share my craft and passion for my art.

Darcy is a part-time elementary school teacher.
She loves teaching and has shown her commitment
to the art community through classes, speaking
engagements, and her publication of numerous
magazine articles.

Residency Project
Two My artwork concentrates on the beauty found
in nature and natural landscapes. I would like to
introduce the students to the joy of exploring our
natural environment, both in spending time outdoors and using found objects. These explorations
will be used to help inspire them to begin a sketchbook practice. From these sketches, we will create
artworks with fabric, hand stitching, and perhaps
painting on the fabric. We can also incorporate
some of these found items into the artwork. I also
have experience in other media, so I could incorporate it into their study as well.

VISUAL ARTS

CONTACT

Teaching Experience

I am hoping to help the students to develop their
creativity and encourage them that an art practice
can be meditative and fulfilling, bringing them happiness and peace in this busy world.

Space/material requirements:
Indoor and Outdoor classroom
Updated: October 2022
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VICTORIA HUTT
Victoria Hutt is a visual artist, writer and designer in
Florenceville-Bristol, NB. Project manager of the
Canadian Crafts Federation/ Fédération Canadienne des Métiers d'Art, a national service organization championing Canadian craft, Victoria is experienced in arts administration and not-for-profit management. A NSCAD design graduate, Victoria sits
on the artsnb Board of Directors and leads local
food security initiatives.

Teaching Experience
I currently lead a 4H ‘Barn Quilt’ project, exploring
quilting tradition and design to paint large outdoor
artworks. In 2019, I participated in an Artist-inResidency with two grade two classes, exploring
drawing and painting from nature observation.
From 2012-2020 I directed drama programs at our
local elementary and middle schools, working with
student groups in prop creation.

Residency Project

Riverbank Carleton
Phone: (506) 391-9819
Email: vhutt@live.ca
Website: www.vhutt.ca

/blithebirch
N/A
N/A
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-West
Preferred Grade Level(s):
K-12

Can provide residency in:
English
Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes
Space/material requirements:
Painting supplies (paint, brushes, canvas, pencils, masking tape, etc.), classroom spaces,
outdoor spaces.
Updated: November 2021

I have a strong connection between art, nature and
wellness so I love to bring this into my art classes.
My strength is in teaching observational drawing working with students to slow down and to really
observe what they are trying to draw, often incorporating elements of mindfulness practice. I often start
a project by taking students outdoors with sketchbooks, to look at nature close-up as their subject
and learn fundamental drawing techniques. When
we get back to the classroom we could delve deeper into the subjects that the students connect with,
by collecting reference material on their topic to
start on their main artwork; to create with a mix of
graphite, charcoal, and/or paint. I have had students practice photography basics and use this for
their own reference photos as well, which was popular! These individual artworks could inform their
part of a larger collaborative piece. I have done this
in the past with each student drawing and/or painting their own bird, which fit together on a background tree and I would like to take it in the direction of larger ecosystems and on the theme of life
cycles, with the end product a larger mural, of a
pond or a field, etc. I have also led a group of students to paint log stools for an outdoor classroom.
I’m open to working with the teacher to develop a
program that suits their classroom and interests!

While ED of the Andrew & Laura McCain Art Gallery from 2010-2016 I greatly enjoyed developing
and leading rural art education youth programming
- building a series of programs offered in local rural
communities and in each of our seven local elementary and middle schools including Art Afternoons, Afterschool Art Clubs, In-Class Visits, Summer Camps, an Annual Student Showcase exhibit
at the gallery, and working with teachers in person
to aid them with art curriculum components they
expressed as finding challenging.

VISUAL ARTS

CONTACT
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JI HYANG RYU
Ji Hyang Ryu was born in Busan, South Korea. She Teaching Experience
holds a Microbiology Degree from Pukyung NationI had been an English teacher in Korea for 7 years
al University. She pursued drawing classes and
before I moved to Canada in 2010.
was a member of the University Fine Art club,
where she had the opportunity to exhibit her work.
After moving to Canada I worked at Oulton College
After immigrating to Canada and starting her family, as an instructor teaching the Medical Lab Assistant
Ji began pursuing art and expression daily. Ji aims program for the year 2016. I worked as a PAINT
to express her country’s beauty on canvas by draw- NITE instructor and I am currently teaching art at
my studio.
ing traditional symbols as well as animals similar
referencing traditional Korean paintings.

Riverview
Phone: (506) 380-5353
Email: paintingwithji@outlook.com
Website: www.jihyangryu.com

/jihyangryu
N/A

Residency Project

@jifineartist

Name of the art project: Learning our friends.

Preferred School District(s):
ASD-East
Preferred Grade Level(s):
K-12

Can provide residency in:
English
Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes
Space/material requirements:
N/A
Updated: October 2021

VISUAL ARTS
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Since 2010 she has lived in Riverview, NB and
works as an artist full-time, teaching drawing and
painting at her studio. Ji is a member of the Moncton Art Society and Riverview Art Council. Her artwork was purchased by the Town of Riverview and
has been displayed in the Moncton City Hall as a
part of a juried exhibition and has been featured on
Global News.

Participants involved: A batch of 10 +students
Purpose: The basic purpose of this project is to introduce diversity to the students. This will help in
studying the different races and ethnic groups that
exist in the world and Canada .
The larger motive of this project is to create an appreciation of different ethnicities among the students.
They will be helped in the research work in a way
such that they possess a thorough knowledge
about the people with different culture.
This is a painting class geared toward cultural explorations.
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SARAH IRVING

Salisbury
Phone: (506) 377-8608
Email: saraheirving@gmail.com

Website: www.arrowamor.com

/ArrowAmor
N/A
@arrowamor
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-East
Preferred Grade Level(s):
K-12

Can provide residency in:
English
Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes

Teaching Experience
I have extensive experience teaching children in
Canada as well as in Mexico, Japan and China. I
have taught with the Estey Art Initiative since 2017
in the after school program and summer camps. In
summer 2021 I designed the curriculum for and
taught my own Art Camp Program for ages 5 to 17
in coordination with the Village of Salisbury Dept. of
Recreation and Wellness. I have taught all different
types of art including: acrylic painting, watercolor
painting, drawing and sketching in ink, graphite,
crayon and marker, sculpture, crafts and much
more. I also have experience teaching English as a
second language.

Residency Project
I would be interested in collaborating with an educator or educators in order to create a project which
takes students into nature in order to explore and
connect to their environment through art. The symbiotic relationship of art and nature can be explored
through many different mediums, depending on
grade level and interests of the students. Sculptural
installations using nature’s own found objects,
sketching trips and watercolours en plein air are
three examples of activities which could be undertaken in my residency. By teaching the art of seeing
and observing the world around us, and using art
as a tool for this lesson, students will be challenged
to understand our interdependence with the natural
world and the role we play as we interact with nature, animals and each other.

VISUAL ARTS

CONTACT

Sarah Irving is a visual artist from Salisbury, NB
who specializes in creating art within communities.
She works as part of the artist collective Arrow
Amor, which she founded with her husband Mitl
Gaxiola in 2017. Together they have undertaken a
multitude of community art initiatives including
workshops, murals, and much more. The primary
focus of the collective is to transform public spaces,
and how they are experienced, through art and
community work. Sarah's primary goal as an artist
is to promote community art participation, where
the main artists are the members of the community
who work together to connect with and change their
environment.

Space/material requirements:
N/A
Updated: October 2021
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HEATHER A. JOHNSTON
Heather A. Johnston, artist, received her degree in
Fine Arts from the Nova Scotia College of Art and
Design in Halifax. She has worked in many First
Nation schools as an Art mentor in the “Learning
Through the Arts” program, has participated in and
presented many different art workshops and is the
owner of “Orginals by Heather” which markets and
sells the art she creates.

Residency Project

Exmoor
Phone: (506) 836-2673
Email: h.johnston.ltta@hotmail.com
Website: N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-North / ASD-West

Teaching Experience
Since 2005, Heather has been teaching art in the
First Nation Schools in Metepenagiag (Red Bank)
and Eel Ground, NB, students in grades K to 5.
She started with the Royal Conservatory of Music,
Learning through the Arts and she continues by
contract with the First Nation Help Desk.

VISUAL ARTS

CONTACT

An example of an arts project I would like to carry
out in a classroom is Crayon Relief Print and Rubbings. I would love to bring the fun of fall leaves
indoors.

Preferred Grade Level(s):
K-5

Can provide residency in:
English
Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes
Space/material requirements:
Classroom/drawing paper, pencils, crayons,
acrylic paint, assortment brushes, canvas, etc.
Updated: October 2021
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MELISSA KENNEDY
Melissa is a visual artist living in New Brunswick. In
2016, she graduated from The Florence Academy
of Art where she learned traditional methods for
sculpturing and drawing the human figure. Since
returning to NB her subject matter has broadened
to include a variety of inspirations from nature, focusing primarily on animals in her sculptural work.
She has participated in many residencies, including
a nature residency on Campobello Island, a residency in the Fredericton Museum, in Odell Park
and at the FAA Barrack in Fredericton.

Willow Grove
Phone: (506) 470-5300
Email: soulimpression63@gmail.com
Website: N/A

N/A
N/A
@m.kennedy.art
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-South
Preferred Grade Level(s):
9-12
Can provide residency in:
English
Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes

Residency Project
During a residency, I can guide the students
through creating a sculpture of an animal of their
choice. We will look at everything from creating
structure to support the clay, studying the proportions, characteristics and movements of the animal
of choice, sculpting techniques, hollowing out and
preparing for firing, firing, and finishing the surface
of the work.

VISUAL ARTS

CONTACT

Teaching Experience
My teaching experience begins with a student
teaching scholarship to instruct drawing at The
Florence Academy of Art in 2015 where I continued
as a principal instructor until 2019. Since then, I
have taught many workshops and courses at The
Saint John Arts Centre, including sections of the
Portfolio Development course for Grade 11 & 12
students.

Space/material requirements:
Clay, and sculpting tools when working on
sculpture
Updated: January 2023
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KAREN KNIGHT

Saint John
Phone: (506) 214-1869
Email: soulimpression63@gmail.com
Website: www.soulimpression.com

/soulimpression
N/A
N/A
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-South
Preferred Grade Level(s):
K-12

Can provide residency in:
English
Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes
Space/material requirements:
Art room to be left set up preferably but not
mandatory, clay, glazes and tools

Residency Project
I have run a very successful Artist-in-Residency
project called “Animals around the World” with 3
different schools. It works very well for primary and
middle school aged students. The participating
teacher indicated what areas of the world he/she
wanted the students to study and then I determined
what animals we would create to represent those
regions. Usually the students created 5 different
animals. The students then created the habitats for
their animals. A gala event allowed parents to come
and view the created animals in their habitats. This
has been a very well received project. I am open to
any project that a teacher would like to propose.

VISUAL ARTS

CONTACT

Karen Knight is a local Artist Potter and juried
member of Craft NB. She studied Fine Art in the
late 1980’s and taught handbuilding classes from
1997 to 2003 for the City of Guelph. In 2004, Karen
established her pottery business Soul Impression
Handbuilt Claywork and Fine Sculpture, which is
located at 1509 Rothesay Road, Saint John, N.B.
She continues to pursue her love of teaching
through her annual handbuilding class offered at
the SJAC as well as her participation in the Artist-in
-Residency Program since 2015. She is represented by Gallery78 in Fredericton.

Teaching Experience
From 1997 to 2003 I taught children’s pottery classes for the City of Guelph Pottery Program in Ontario. Since 2015, I have participated in four Artistin-Residency Programs and two ArtsSmart Programs.

Updated: August 2021
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CHERYL LAVIGNE

Fredericton
Phone: (506) 447-1770
Email: cher.lavigne@gmail.com
Website: N/A

/CherylLavigneArtWorks
N/A
@CherylLavigneArtworks
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-West
Preferred Grade Level(s):
K-12
Can provide residency in:
English / French
Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes
Space/material requirements:
N/A

Teaching Experience
I have 10 years experience teaching within French
Immersion classrooms. I am a B contract teacher
(Barkers Point School) currently on leave pursuing
Advanced Studio Practice at NBCCD, to build on
creative practice and to obtain practical business
knowledge within the context of Fine Art, fine craft
and commercial art. As an artist and educator, I
adopt a creative approach to teaching and learning
as I intuitively incorporate visual arts in all subject
areas. In addition to teaching students at all levels,
I have taught creativity workshops for adults and
professionals.

Residency Project
I am interested in teaching art cross-curricularly in
all subject areas. An example of a project that I
have conducted in the past (through the Artist-InResidence School Program with artist Alison
Green, 2013), was to explore French language and
Art in Canada, around the world and across cultures. Students in grade 4 learned about french
history, artists, writers, chefs, explorers, architects
and musicians from French speaking regions
around the world. Students demonstrated learning
through storytelling and creativity. They worked
with 3 dimensional materials, fabric, paper, paint,
theater, cuisine, music, dance, and audio visual
exploration. We were able to examine many math
outcomes cross-curricularly as well. An audio-visual
compilation of all student work was created and
each student was able to return home with a
memory of the project.

VISUAL ARTS

CONTACT

Cheryl Lavigne is a painter, illustrator and a mixed
media artist from New Brunswick. She creates work
using acrylics, ink, oils, graphite and paper. Her
work highlights the importance for humans to establish a meaningful connection to nature and recalls a familiar sense of peace and wellness that
comes with being immersed and grounded in our
natural environments. Cheryl has shown her work
in New Brunswick and Ontario and has paintings in
private collections internationally. When Cheryl is
not creating art, she can be found exploring the
woods and wetlands with her dog, collecting rocks
and gathering local flora.

Updated: October 2021
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KAREN LEBLANC

Fredericton
Phone: (506) 457-1443 / (506) 447-0594
Email: loomin_weaver@yahoo.ca

Website: www.Loominations.ca

/karen.leblanc.509
@Loominations
@Loominations1
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-East / ASD-South / ASD-North /
ASD-West
Preferred Grade Level(s):
K-12
Can provide residency in:
English
Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes
Space/material requirements:
For stitching, just a classroom or room large
enough for 15-20 participants to sit in a circle
and stitch a heart.
Updated: September 2021

Teaching Experience
With a Master’s of Education degree, my teaching
experience includes teaching weaving to adults and
children in the past. This includes intro to weaving,
frame loom weaving, floor loom weaving to weave
a scarf, and other non-weaving courses.

Residency Project
Students will participate in a Reconciliation project
by learning how to stitch a small heart in memory of
an Indigenous child who did not return home from a
Residential School. Students are often affected by
the news of the unmarked graves and often want to
talk about the impact of Residential Schools. For
this residency, we will listen to an Indigenous song
(the Honour Song by George Paul other song). I
will explain the symbolism of the hearts to the students. Each student will be given a heart kit in a
small bag. The kit will include a front and back for
the heart, a needle, embroidery floss and a bit of
stuffing to fill the little heart. Students will be instructed on how to stitch the hearts and will be assisted with the stitched, stuffing and finishing.
Younger students will stitch a felt heart with a plastic needle while older students will stitch a fabric
heart with a sharp metal needle. Each student will
take at least one heart home to hang and to send
light and love to an Indigenous child who did not
return home from a Residential School.

VISUAL ARTS

CONTACT

Karen LeBlanc Is a fibre artist and weaver. In 2021,
after hearing the news of finding unmarked graves
on Residential School (RS) sites, Karen started
hand-stitching hearts in memory of the Indigenous
children. In 2021, Karen’s work was selected for a
public art installation. Karen was a NB representative at Collect 2020 (London, UK, February 2020).
She has exhibited internationally, nationally, regionally and locally and participated in several residencies. Karen is a member of CraftNB, Guild of Canadian Weavers, CraftNS, ArtsLink NB, American
Tapestry Alliance, Complex Weavers, and Handweavers Guild of America. She also served on several Boards of Directors.
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DAN MACDONALD

CONTACT

Residency Project

Moncton
Phone: (506) 863-8394
Email: info@macdonald-photography.com
Website: www.madonald-photography.com

My instruction emphasizes an introduction to the
fundamentals of photography – exposure and its
components, important camera controls, and compositional basics. The intention is to provide students with a solid foundation from which they can
develop their own unique style and vision in a genre of their choosing. Students will be given an opportunity to practice their new skills on their own
and seek constructive criticism and feedback. Subject to time and material costs, the students may be
given an opportunity to display some of their work
in either a physical or virtual exhibition.

N/A
@danmacphotos
@danmacphotos
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-East
Preferred Grade Level(s):
9-12
Can provide residency in:
English
Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes
Space/material requirements:
Projector and screen. Students should have
their own camera

VISUAL ARTS

I have been interested in photography for 25 years,
and have spent the last ten working as a professional photographer and photography instructor. I
initially specialized in sports action and dance photography, and worked in those two genres for several years. I've also provided editorial services for
media and government. Currently, my efforts are
concentrated in landscape photography. Several of
my fine art prints have been accepted into juried
exhibitions. I am the recipient of both an arts residency and an arts grant.

Teaching Experience
I regularly teach continuing education (Introduction
to Photography) via NBCC-Moncton and the Town
of Sackville Department of Parks and Recreation. I
also offer photography courses, workshops, and
private lessons independently. I have prior experience in adult and post-secondary education via
term contracts with NBCC Moncton in the Civil Engineering Technology program.

Updated: August 2021
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CONTACT
Fredericton
Phone: (506) 999-6074
Email: beezeetantan@gmail.com
Website: N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-West / First Nations Community
Schools
Preferred Grade Level(s):
K-12
Can provide residency in:
English

Natasha Martin-Mitchell is from the Listuguj
Mi’gmaq First Nation. She graduated from the University of New Brunswick’s (UNB) Bachelor of Integrated studies with a double minor in Indigenous
Studies and Adult Education (First Division) and
also received a certificate in Leadership. She continued to pursue a Masters of Education degree.
Natasha assisted the Mi’gmaq Wolastoqey Centre
(MWC) as they planned their first ever powwow
held on campus and was their first head female
dancer. She also co-founded (2016) and co-chaired
the annual Red Shawl Campaign held to bring attention to the important social injustice issue of
murdered and missing Indigenous women and girls.
Natasha was the first Indigenous post-graduate to
present a traditional Mi’gmaq regalia to the University of New Brunswick (UNB) as a capstone project.
In October 2018, she was the first to forgo wearing
traditional ceremonial cap and gown for convocation and chose to wear her traditional Mi’gmaq regalia as she received her Master’s degree. She
created a traditional Mig’maq chiefs coat that is currently housed in the Legislative Assembly of New
Brunswick. In her spare time, she volunteers as a
board member for Gignoo Women’s Transition
House and Mawi’Art: Wabanaki Artist Collective.
She is a daughter, sister, auntie, women’s traditional dancer. Her hobbies include traveling, sewing,
doing beadwork and walking their dog Sprocket.

Residency Project
I would like to come in to speak to the students
about the creation story of my regalia. I can show
the various pieces that I created by hand with the
students. This includes also showcasing beadwork,
fur hair-ties, feathers and medicines. Allowing the
students to inspect each piece individually gives
them a closer glimpse into the creative process.

Teaching Experience
For the past several years, I have gone into my
son’s school to talk about various indigenous issues. From past experience, talking about my regalia has been pleasantly received as I allow the students to have a hands on experience with various
indigenous pieces of art.

VISUAL ARTS

NATASHA MARTINMITCHELL

Indigenous Artist: Yes
Completed Policy 701: Yes
Space/material requirements:
A chair and a table

Updated: November 2019
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JIM MIDDLETON
Jim Middleton is a multi-media artist born in Sussex
NB currently living and working in Douglas, N.B.
Primarily focused on Acrylic, Oil & Water Colour
painting, pen and ink sketching and digital artwork
Jim regularly seeks out new mediums to experiment with and challenge himself. There is a clear
focus on realism of the natural world and taking it to
a weird place with flashes of surrealism through out
his work. Jim and his work is fueled by “Water,
Light and Life”. His mantra is “Just keep creating”.

Douglas
Phone: (506) 238-1444
Email: jimmiddleton.art@gmail.com
Website: www.jimmiddletonart.com

/jimmiddleton.art
@jimmiddletonart
@jimmiddleton.art
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-South, ASD-West
Preferred Grade Level(s):
K-12
Can provide residency in:
English
Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes
Space/material requirements:
acrylic paint, Brushes, paper towel, water
recepticals, canvases or canvas board

Residency Project
I have a variety of projects I could teach depending
on age group:
For Elementary students the colour wheel and
painting techniques to help them understand the
how to mix colours and use simple techniques to
create recognizable images.
For Middle School Students – Introduction to landscapes combining basic principles and combining
them into a finished painting.

VISUAL ARTS

CONTACT

For High School students – Introduction to
Portraits. Showing all major steps to creating a
Portrait Painting including image transfer, underpainting, colour blocking, moulding & shaping and
detail work.

Teaching Experience
I have had experience teaching multiple personal
art classes and workshops as well as bi-weekly
“Paint and sip” workshops where a painting is started and completed in a very short period of time.
Further I have taught special needs clients over
zoom of varying skill levels.

Updated: October 2021
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MELANIE PARENT
Mélanie Parent is a visual artist from Campbellton,
member of the AAAPNB (Acadian association of
New Brunswick professional artists). She studied
visual arts at University of Moncton (1995-1999)
and Graphic Design at McKenzie College of Art and
Design (2009-2010).

Campbellton
Phone: (506) 987-4501
Email: melanie@circolo.ca
Website: N/A

/melanieparentart
N/A
N/A
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-North / First Nations Community
Schools
Preferred Grade Level(s):
6-12
Can provide residency in:
English / French
Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes
Space/material requirements:
Classroom with sink preferably
Updated: October 2021

Melanie’s work has been shown in solo shows and
curated group shows in public galleries and art
Centres in all corners of New Brunswick and one in Teaching Experience
Montreal. Several of her works are part of public
Since 2015, I have had the chance to be invited as
collections and the artist is a recipient of an ArtsNB a resident artist for about a dozen different projects
Grant (2020)
with the Francophone Northeast school district.
In 2019, she opened an art centre in Campbellton
NB; Circolo art & culture.

Residency Project
Symbols, metaphor, and expressive mark making:
Inspired by poetry, the students will interpret the
literary work to create a mixed media painting using
a variety of mediums and techniques while developing an understanding of poetic symbols, and expressive mark making.

Through my business, Circolo art & culture, I also
teach younger children, teenagers and adults on a
weekly basis. I also teach craft workshops online.
My technical background enables me to teach techniques (drawing and illustration, painting, collage
and mixed media, papier mâché sculpting, mural
making, etc.) I also strongly encourage autonomy,
expression and creativity in my teachings.

VISUAL ARTS

CONTACT

For the creation and development of their project
they will brainstorm ideas on paper. Then, using
color treatment, symbolic elements, metaphors,
expressive mark making, they will interpret the poetic work chosen. I will offer guidance in choices of
techniques and help them in the brainstorming
phase.

The project will begin with a visual (Powerpoint)
presentation where they will explore, with me, examples of works by a variety of contemporary artists from the New Brunswick Art Bank, including
indigenous artists. They will be initiated to the interpretation of works, in their own vocabulary, they will
learn to become curious about contemporary visual
art. Throughout the presentation, they will have the
chance to do a few exercises on symbols, metaphoric symbols development, and gestural expression and texture. This will help them understand
what is required in the project.
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STARR PAYNE
Starr Payne was born and raised in Campbellton,
NB. She is a self-taught artist who became interested in art as a child, secretly painting on her closet
walls. She works mainly with acrylics as well as
watercolour, pastels, charcoal and mixed media.
She primarily paints realism and has also found a
love for abstract realism. She has a strong desire
for detail and captures it in her paintings.

McLeod’s
Phone: (506) 760-1558
Email: starr38@live.com
Website: N/A

/littlepicassosstudio
N/A
N/A
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-North, First Nations Community
Schools
Preferred Grade Level(s):
K-12
Can provide residency in:
English / French
Indigenous Artist: Yes
Completed Policy 701: No
Space/material requirements:
N/A

Residency Project

VISUAL ARTS

CONTACT

Although she had chosen other career paths she
was always led back to Art. In 2013, she pursued
her dream and opened an Art Studio called LITTLE
PICASSO’S where she teaches painting to children
and adults. Her studio is a bustling hive of creativity
with lots of laughter and love. Just recently she had
a painting displayed at the Art Gallery and it sold
the first day. Many of her paintings have been sold
over the years as she does commissioned work
and she has painted many paintings for family
members and friends.

“Les aventures de Pat le chat” - An art/literacy integration. Students will work with different mediums—
pastels, acrylic paints, watercolour paints and learn
techniques such as drawing, shadowing, highlighting, etc..

Teaching Experience
Yes, I teach student classes (weekly) at my art studio as well as offering weekend workshops (ex: for
holidays). I have given many sessions at birthday
parties. I have also worked in many of the local
schools instructing all age groups.

Updated: November 2019
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CORTNEY RECTOR
Originally from Maine, Cortney now resides in
Florenceville, NB with her husband, three children
and two fun labs. She spends most of her time in
her art studio covered in clay and paint or at the
rink with her kids. After earning a BFA from the
University of Maine, she spent several years
searching for the right medium and settled on
acrylic paint and clay.

Residency Project

Florenceville
Phone: (506) 392-7418
Email: cortney@cortneyrector.com
Website: www.cortneyrector.com

/cortneyrectordesigns
N/A
@crectordesigns
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-West
Preferred Grade Level(s):
K-12
Can provide residency in:
English
Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes

VISUAL ARTS

CONTACT

I’m open to lots of projects but what I like doing are
large scale group mosaic pieces. The students
would work collaboratively with ceramic clay over
the duration of the project to create a fully finished
piece. It would be created, glazed and grouted by
the students and would hang in the school. Individual pieces from clay, to take home, would be built
into the learning process while the students
explored the medium of ceramic clay. This could
use any theme such as the schools’ motto, life
cycles, history or a specific culture.

Teaching Experience
Cortney has consistently taught art since 2009 with
children, young adults and adults in the mediums of
acrylic, collage, polymer and ceramic clays. She’s
taken part in over 10 large art projects with local
schools through art grant ranging from large scale
mosaics to smaller African masks. She’s also
taught many art lessons through the local Andrew &
Laura McCain art gallery for local elementary and
middle school students.

Space/material requirements:
N/A

Updated: September 2021
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FABIOLA MARTINEZ RODRIGUEZ
She studied Architecture in the Instituto Tecnologico de Querétaro and she move to Saint John New
Brunswick several years ago, where she got married and raised two children, considering Mexico
and Canada as her home.

CONTACT
Quispamsis
Phone: (506) 651-5518
Email: fahr@hotmail.com
Website: www.fabiolamartinezart.com

/FabiolaMartinezArtist
N/A
@fabiolamartinezvisualartist
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-East / ASD-South /
ASD-West / First Nations Community Schools
Preferred Grade Level(s):
K-12
Can provide residency in:
English
Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes
Space/material requirements:
N/A
Updated: October 2021

Fabiola is a jury member of Craft NB, Nova Scotia
Designer Crafts Council,
WEAD-Women Eco Artist Dialog
LACAP- Latin American- Canadian Art Projects in
Toronto.

Residency Project

Fabiola works as a professional artist, combining
the knowledge acquired in her architecture studies
with the use of natural materials. Her artistic work is
directed to the research and preservation of ancestral techniques, distinguished by the use of Grana
Cochinilla (Dactylopius coccus), which is natural
pigment that comes from a female insect that grows
on cacti in south America and produces the carmine color.

The artist Fabiola Martinez in collaboration with
students will create art works inspired by the Architecture of their community, city or province. During
the creation process the students will learn about
the construction materials, textures and colors.

Fabiola’s work has been exhibited in art centers,
galleries and universities in the provinces of New
Brunswick and Nova Scotia as well as the city of
Vancouver, the Lancaster Museum of Art and History in California, The New Brunswick Museum and
Lotton Gellery in Chicago. in Mexico, her work has
been exhibited at the Cineteatro Rosalio Solano in
her hometown.

2011-currently

Her art work has recently been published in The
American Art Collector Magazine.
Fabiola is passionate about art education and was
named by the YMCA of Greater Saint John as a
Community Champion 2018. She has been the recipient of several grants by the prestigious artsnb

Teaching Experience
2012-2013 Rothesay Netherwood School Middle
School Art teacher
Teaching art programs to children and teens from
Kinder garden to Grade 12 at Rothesay Elementary
School, Samuel de Champlain, Ecole des Pioners,
Hazen White-St. Francis School, St. John the Baptist/King Edward School, Saint John Arts Centre,
Sunbury shores arts and nature center, Charlotte
Street Arts Center and KV Oasis Youth Centre.

VISUAL ARTS

Fabiola Martinez Rodriguez was born in Mexico
City and grew up in the City of Santiago de Querétaro.

2011 “Art as a Peaceful Means of Expression” ’sixmonth art project with The Joshua Group a
non-profit organization dedicated to improving the
lives of children. This collaboration work enabled
an audience with limited means to express themselves through art.

and the Department of Tourism and Cultural Heritage of New Brunswick.
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ALEVTINA (TINA) SHARAPOVA

CONTACT

Residency Project

Moncton
Phone: (506) 897-3886
Email: sharapova.alevtina@yahoo.com
Website: www.artisalwaysmagic.com

“Baa baa, black sheep” is a project that will let
students get a better understanding of how the
wool coming from the sheep will turn into yarn or
fabric. They will work on sorting and carding the
wool, learn how to do felting and in the end, everyone will create 1 or more felted pictures that will be
assembled in one big wall hanging.

/Al.budankova
N/A
@sharapova.alevtina

Step 1: Prepare the wool by sorting, carding, spinning, and dyeing samples.

Preferred School District(s):
ASD-East

Step 2: Create samples of felt, making small pieces
(beads, flowers).

Preferred Grade Level(s):
K-12

Step 3: Make sketches and work on the pictures.

Can provide residency in:
English

Step 5: Assemble pieces together for display.

Teaching Experience
2017, 2018 – UNB Summer Camp (Fredericton,
NB) art instructor for the following camps:
“Fabulous fashionista”, “Knit, Felt, Crochet”, “Crafty
Creations”, “Abracadabra Art” for kids age 6-14.
2018, 2019 – NBCCD (Fredericton, NB) art instructor for the evening courses for adults “Felted Slippers”, “Felted Pictures”, “Whimsical Toys”.
2017-2022 – UNB Leisure Learning courses
(Fredericton, NB) art instructor for the evening
courses for adults “One Stitch at a Time”, “Weaving
on a Frame”.

VISUAL ARTS

Tina Sharapova was born in Moscow, Russia. She
grew up in a big family where everybody was able
to make something with their own hands — embroider, carve wood, knit or sew. She tried different
handicrafts as a child and decided to become an
artist and an artisan to make beautiful things. Her
formal art training took place at the Moscow College of Arts and Crafts with majors in tapestry making. In 2016, Tina came to Canada to get a diploma
in Textile Design in New Brunswick College of Craft
and Design.

Step 4: Work on the projects, adding details.

Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes
Space/material requirements:
Tables, chairs, dryer rack if possible.
Updated: October 2022
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AUDRÉE HAMELIN STAMOUR

Fredericton
Phone: (506) 471-8517
Email: audreehstamour@gmail.com
Website: www.audreehstamour.com

/audreehstamour/
N/A
@audreehstamour

Residency Project

VISUAL ARTS

CONTACT

Audrée H. St-Amour is a metalsmith and an arts
educator. She was first introduced to jewellery
while travelling through Mexico and Central America. After studying visual arts in Montreal, QC, she
received her Diploma in Fine Craft/Jewellery from
the New Brunswick College of Craft and Design,
and a Bachelor of Applied Arts from the University
of New Brunswick. Since, she has been teaching
jewellery and visual arts to elementary school, college and adult students. Audrée has been the recipient of funding from the provincial Arts board and
has exhibited her work both nationally and internationally. Her work distinguishes itself with an aesthetic rich in composition with the use of dissimilar
design elements and materials. Audrée’s artistic
practice bridges the visual arts and jewellery traditions by working with metal and mixed media.

Preferred School District(s):
ASD-West
Preferred Grade Level(s):
K-8
Can provide residency in:
English / French
Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: No

Teaching Experience
Yes, I have been teaching the outreach program for
the Beaverbrook Art Gallery and I have taught as a
long term supply teacher visual arts to K-8 students
at l’École les Éclaireurs.

Space/material requirements:
N/A
Updated: November 2022
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HELEN STANLEY
Helen Stanley has been working in clay for more
than forty years. She originally went to Sheridan
College in Mississauga for two years specializing in
ceramics and then after moving to NB another year
at the Craft School in Fredericton. Since 1990, she
has lived and worked in Seeleys Cove. She has
sold work through various shops and galleries, but
now sells her work through her studio and markets.

Residency Project
Seeleys Cove
Phone: (506) 343-1894
Email: helenstanleypottery@gmail.com
Website: www.helenstanleypottery.ca

/helenstanleypottery
N/A

I enjoy showing young people how to work with clay
to express themselves. A project I’d be interested in
doing could involve making a mug or vessel that
the kids could eventually take home and use. I
have a template for cutting a slab of clay into a size
that will make a mug, decorating it and wrapping it
around a pool noodle and attaching a bottom and
handle. Pretty simple and very rewarding.

VISUAL ARTS

CONTACT

N/A
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-South
Preferred Grade Level(s):
K-12
Can provide residency in:
English
Indigenous Artist: No

Teaching Experience
I have done a couple of ArtSmart courses before,
about 10 years ago. I also teach in my studio,
though very seldom young people. I have taught at
the sculpture symposium in Saint John a couple of
times and that involves children of all ages. I have
also taught the sculpture portfolio project at the
Saint John Art Centre for three years running.

Completed Policy 701: No
Space/material requirements:
Clay, glaze, tables, simple tools

Updated: October 2022
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YSABELLE VAUTOUR
Founder of New Brunswick Disability Art Collective, Teaching Experience
Ysabelle Vautour is currently collaborating with
• Private instruction on portrait painting FredericTheatre and the JRG Art Society for the Arts on
ton NB -March-May 2021
Atlantic Canada's first Disability Arts Symposium.

Fredericton
Phone: (506) 261 3650

•

Private instruction on exploring the creative
process September-December 2020

•

Art as Therapy Workshop Serenity Wellness
Fredericton NB - September 2019-2020;

•

Private finger painting with oil Fredericton NB November 2019

•

Private group Acrylic Pour Workshop Fredericton NB - September 2019;

•

Private nontoxic oil painting classes through
Isaac’s Way Childrens Art Lessons for Fredericton NB - July-August 2019;

Email: info.creatingaccess@gmail.com

Residency Project

Website: http://www.creatingaccess.org

I would like to get the students to start a sketch•
book; I will provide some prompts for self-discovery
and community building. This will help promote
gratitude and mindfulness; in their day to day life. I •
can introduce different mediums and techniques for
the book so there will be many different ways students can express themselves. The book will serve
as a visual diary, a point of discussion, a visual reminder of what they have accomplished and positive things happening in their lives. I will ask them
to use gel crayons, photography, paper mache,
found objects. Then we can make copies of select
pages of the book to collage them together into a
bigger piece of work. An example of a possible
sketchbook project can be found here

/creatingaccess
@_creatingaccess
@creatingaccess
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-East / ASD-West / First Nations Community Schools
Preferred Grade Level(s):
K-12
Can provide residency in:
English / French
Indigenous Artist: No

Clay Workshop Canadian National Institute for
the Blind Fredericton NB August 2019;
A series of art classes for the NBCCD Craft
Library Fredericton NB - August 2019.

VISUAL ARTS

CONTACT

Ysabelle earned an Artsnb creation grant. She was
featured in Global News, Third Space Gallery Podcast, Ami télé, Acadie Nouvelle, CBC, Art Battle,
Created Here Magazine, Grid City Magazine, Corrid'art and the Penny Gallery. She delivered a public talk at NBCCD Craft College and Artslink Short
and Sweet Speaker Series. Ysabelle's work was
selected for a juried exhibition at the Nails on the
Wall Gallery in Metuchen, New Jersey, in 2019.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pi6BGaAXsWY

Completed Policy 701: Yes
Space/material requirements:
N/A
Updated: October 2021
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Bocabec
Phone: (506) 529-3932
Email: keysera@nb.sympatico.ca
Website: N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-South
Preferred Grade Level(s):
K-12
Can provide residency in:
English / French

Teaching Experience

Chantal Vincent graduated from Montreals Centre
De Ceramic Bonsecours in 1996 and has been creating and selling her original porcelain works ever
since. She worked out of her studio in Montreal,
Quebec, until moving to New Brunswick in 2004
where she opened a studio and gallery in Saint Andrews. In 2007 Chantal had the opportunity to
teach a (credit) course in a local High School. Since
then she never looked back and has instructed
adults, teens, children, seniors as well as special
needs individuals in a wide variety of art disciplines.

Sunbury Shores children summer camps, Saturday
Kids program and Homeschool Kids program.

Since 2007 I have been an instructor with Sunbury
Shores teaching the CLASS program at VMES elementary and SJDA middle and high school.

Milltown elementary and St Stephen middle school
Outreach programs.
I teach ceramics to seniors, toddlers and young
adults at the Dragonfly Centre in Saint Andrews.
Sunbury Shores Welcomes Back Bay and Blacks
Harbour and other special events.
I participate in Kingsbrae Garden’s Annual Artrageous event.

Residency Project
My project is for the students to create unique and
time lasting clay artwork using tile work, mosaic,
sculpting or hand building. This may be done individually or as a group. Fired clay is durable and has
endless ways becoming what you want of it. I am
always ready to facilitate any projects that a school
or organization may have in mind.I am flexible and
knowledgeable in “art plastic” projects.

VISUAL ARTS

CONTACT

CHANTAL STACY
VINCENT

I require a clean work space /classroom, news paper and access to water. I provide all materials and
tools needed. I will be responsible for kiln firing the
completed works.

Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes
Space/material requirements:
Most of the materials I supply. Will need space,
table, floor and some water for the clay.
Updated: November 2019
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ANDREA WATLING
Andrea Watling holds a Bachelor of Fine Arts
degree from NSCAD University (Painting
&Drawing) and a Diploma in Fine Craft
(Photography) from NBCCD, Fredericton.

Bathurst
Phone: (506) 252-9475
Email: arwatling@gmail.com
Website: N/A

N/A
N/A
@andrea.watling
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-North
Preferred Grade Level(s):
K-12
Can provide residency in:
English
Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes
Space/material requirements:
N/A

I taught Introduction to Acrylic Painting at NSCAD’s
School of Extended Studies in 2010 and have been
teaching private art classes for children and adults
in Bathurst, NB since the fall of 2017.
In the Anglophone North School District, I have
been teaching students K-12 through the NB ArtistIn-Residence program as well as the NB ArtSmart
program since 2018.

Andrea has been awarded ArtsNB Creation grants
in 2006 and recently in 2021, and has exhibited her
works across Canada.

Residency Project
I have many projects in mind, however I feel that art
can act as a direct line specifically to a young
person's emotional life, and see great value in
exploring emotion through art-making. Projects
could include exploring emotions through a variety
of mediums (colour exploration, music
mark-making, painting, drawing, collage, etc.).
I have a particular passion for art history, and feel
that introducing students to art and artists of the
past helps them understand more clearly the art of
today. My lessons often ask students to reflect on
how artists' creative reactions to issues in history
often mirror and help us understand issues we face
in our contemporary lives.

VISUAL ARTS

CONTACT

After falling in love with arts research and fine arts
libraries while studying at NSCADU, Andrea
completed a Masters in Library and Information
Management at Dalhousie University in 2010. In
2011 Andrea was awarded an internship at the
Library of the National Gallery of Canada, and
worked at the gallery until 2012 before returning to
NB.

Teaching Experience

Updated: September 2021
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RAINER WENZL
Rainer Wenzl is a multi-media artist/photographer
whose work has been published in many international publications and exhibited in numerous galleries. He retired from working as a visual arts/
media arts educator in Toronto, ON, and now focuses on working fulltime as an artist in Shediac,
NB.

Shediac
Phone: (506) 863-8920
Email: gallerywenzl@gmail.com
Website: www.frozengecko.com

/gallerywenzl
@gallerywenzl.com
@gallerywenzl.com
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-East
Preferred Grade Level(s):
9-12
Can provide residency in:
English

Residency Project
I'm able to provide workshops is a variety of mediums. I work with watercolours, acrylics, historical
photography (gum-bichromate printing), printmaking (etching) and stained glass. I have taught classes in these mediums at the high school level for
30 years and have numerous lessons that can
serve a wide range of students and abilities.

VISUAL ARTS

CONTACT

Rainer uses a combination of contemporary techniques and traditional processes with watercolours,
printmaking, leaded glass and historical photographic techniques.

Teaching Experience
Taught visual arts, communication technology and
photography at the high school level with the Toronto District Catholic School Board for 30 years.

Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes
Space/material requirements:
N/A

Updated: October 2020
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CAITLIN WILSON

CONTACT
Moncton
Phone: (506) 232-1970
Email: maplewoodstudio506@gmail.com
Website: www.maplewoodstudio.ca

Caitlin Wilson is a Moncton based artist with a BFA
from Mount Allison University (2008). She has been
a member of Atelier Imago since 2009, where she
mainly practices silkscreen and hardwoood intaglio
printmaking techniques. Her drawings are created
in situ and focus on her observations of the New
Brunswick landscape. Select drawings are reworked into hardwood intaglio prints. Her silkscreen
prints, often realized in the form of greeting cards,
discuss the human perception of fauna. In 2018,
Caitlin began Maplewood Studio, from which she
teaches art lessons, hosts “Artventures” (art tourism day trips) and sells her work.

If desired, I can also take an extra day to offer a
silkscreen printing demonstration, where students
could print their own greeting cards to take home or
to share with friends and family.

Teaching Experience
I have been teaching art lessons from my home
studio since early 2018. These lessons are primarily for individuals or small groups. I also have experience hosting art demonstrations and kids’ artmaking events, sometimes in collaboration with other
local businesses.

/maplewoodstudio506

@maplewoodstudio506
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-East
Preferred Grade Level(s):
6-12
Can provide residency in:
English
Indigenous Artist: No

Completed Policy 701: Yes
Space/material requirements:
The ideal workspace for this project would be
in an art room, but any space with good lighting and accessible water for cleanup is sufficient. Materials may include paper, tracing
paper, pencils, ink, matrixes (the surface used
to create the final image), and other printmaking supplies such as ink, barens, brayers, and
carving tools.
Updated: October 2021

Residency Project
I would offer an introduction to printmaking; the objective of which would be to educate students on
printmaking as a fine art medium. The first day
would begin with a presentation introducing students to the processes and history of printmaking,
followed by contemporary and relevant examples of
prints by local artists. Students would learn how to
identify different types of prints and how to differentiate a fine art print from an industrial print. After
this presentation, students would work together to
create a large-scale Styrofoam relief print together,
allowing them to acquaint themselves with printmaking as a group. The second day would focus on
putting into action that which students had learned
the day prior. Students would receive their own relief printing matrix to create an image with, fully preparing it to be editioned on the third day. Each student would have their own editioned print at the end
of the project, one copy of which would be kept for
formal display at their school.

VISUAL ARTS

N/A
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MICHAEL JAMES WOOD

Salisbury
Phone: (506) 229-2305
Email: michael_j_wood@hotmail.com
Website: www.woodstoneware.com

/michaeljameswood
N/A
@michaeljameswood
Preferred School District(s):
ASD-East
Preferred Grade Level(s):
K-12
Can provide residency in:
English
Indigenous Artist: No
Completed Policy 701: Yes

Residency Project
Everyone has a mug that fits in their hand just right,
a plate that makes every serving look exceptional
or a planter that breaths life into a neglected plant.
My goal is for students to have the opportunity to
create functional forms with hand build ceramics.
Learning how to decide the function, work out proportions, and consider design decisions, then create the ideal form.

VISUAL ARTS

CONTACT

My journey started with an introduction to ceramics
through a night class offered at a community studio;
I quickly completed the courses offered and began
working inside the same studio teaching workshops
and classes. Wanting to learn more and grow as
rapidly as possible I spent my time assisting other
ceramic artists, attending conferences and taking
online classes. Three years ago, I started my own
studio practice, developed my online presence and
started selling at local craft shows, stores and
online retailers. My inspiration is driven through my
passion for self-growth and my desire to use the
knowledge that I have gained to help grow others.

Teaching Experience
Having worked in community studio I had the privilege to teach students of all ages. I have hosted;
Clay pumpkins carving, wheel throwing classes,
slab built plates and platters, and pinch pots.

Space/material requirements:
N/A

Updated: October 2020
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DAN XU
4) Provide students ink and xuan paper and teach
I immigrated to Canada in January of 2001 and
have lived in Saint John ever since; creating many students how to start, practice and how to control
artworks of landscapes and historic sites during this the ink-wash.
time.
5) Explain how to fix mistakes in painting such as
creating something
In 2020, “The Beauty of Canada–Using Ancient
Chinese perspective” was awarded the Canada
Council for the Arts “Research and Creation” grant .

Teaching Experience

Saint John
Phone: (506) 642-3110
Email: danxuca@gmail.com
Website: danxuart.weebly.com

/danxuca

Preferred School District(s):
ASD-South
Preferred Grade Level(s):
K-12
Can provide residency in:
English

Residency Project
Traditional Chinese ink-wash painting: through
painting a single tree to demonstrate the traditional
Chinese ink-wash painting skill, which includes:
1) Introducing the Chinese ink painting history and
teaching students how to hold the brush. (Chinese
wool brush)

Completed Policy 701: Yes

2) Demonstrate how to use the Chinese wool
brush to paint a tree trunk and how to paint branches.

Space/material requirements:
Classroom, pen/brush, Chinese xuan paper
and ink

3) Explain how different angles of the tree are different when painting it, and how to let them slowly
grow from your brush.

Indigenous Artist: No

Fine Art workshops in Saint John Arts Centre
Chinese Painting workshop in Sunbury
Shores Arts and Nature Centre
Art Smart program and Art Residency,
Bayside School Saint John

The paintings I create mostly present the local land- 2018 Chinese painting Workshop in Beaverbrook
scapes and historic sites from New Brunswick.
Art Gallery

N/A
N/A

Art Smart program, M. Gerald Teed School

2015--2018 Teach young students in my workshop
every weekend, hold three young
students exhibitions and Make a book
for students
1995 – 2000 Worked as a Fine Art teacher of
Shenzhen Hai-Bin Middle School in
China
1992 – 1995 Worked as a Fine Art teacher of
Shenzhen Bao-Cheng Primary
School in China

Updated: August 2021
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VISUAL ARTS

CONTACT

From 2012 to 2017, I received three NB art grants
for my visual art projects. From 2014 to 2020, I had 2021
seven solo exhibitions.
2021
In 2012 and 2017, the paintings “Millidgeville Tuck2021
er Park Beach” and “Uptown of Saint John'' were
purchased by the NB Art Bank and my painting
“Collapse - Gothic Church, 2020” was collected by 2019
collectionArtNB.

